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Abstract: Snow removal is an important problem in certain countries. It is also diffi-
cult, especially in urban areas. The main questions are which vehicle shall do what task,
when shall the tasks be done and how shall the vehicles travel. In this paper we describe
the problem in detail and formulate a detailed mathematical time-indexed model that
contains all practical complications we have encountered, for example different vehicles
and switching times between tasks. We investigate the solvability of the model, and
present a number of alternate formulations, relaxations and simplifications, yielding
several different models of different sizes and different strength. We can either solve
very small problems exactly or larger problems more approximately. Our main goal is
to find good lower bounds on the optimal objective function value in a limited time,
and we present extensive computational tests comparing the obtained bounds and the
times needed for the different models. As a result we find some rather efficient models,
in the sense that they yield rather good lower bounds in rather short time. With these
models, we find lower bounds for several real life instances in the form of small local
cities.

1 Introduction

Snow removal is an important problem in many countries. In Sweden the winter 2009 -
2010 brought unusually large amounts of snow. Surprisingly the same thing happened
in the winter 2010 - 2011. This put pressure on the snow removal procedures. Many
citizens were not satisfied, and many complaints arose. The following winter gave very
little snow. Were the two previous winters an exception? The winter 2012-2013 again
gave quite much snow. In addition, the spring was very cold, and there was problems
with icy roads later than usual.

On possible conclusion is that the weather is becoming more unpredictable. This means
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that one should not expect the next winter to be similar to the previous one, and that
the amounts of snow that might appear could be quite large.

This has put the snow removal process into focus. Is it as efficient as it can be? (Not
everyone thought so.) Can it be “optimized” to give better results?

Swedish municipalities pay around 100 000 000 euro each year for urban snow removal.
The Swedish National Road Administration pays around 170 000 000 euro each year
for rural snow removal. One extra snowy day could cost more than 100 000 euro for a
city. Doing this a bit more efficiently could therefore be very rewarding.

If one must be prepared for unusual weather, old plans may be insufficient. It might
not be possible to do as one did last year, or even the year before that. New plans
need to be made for new situations, and therefore new tools for making new plans
are needed. Computerized optimization tools can help, especially when dealing with
unusual situations.

In short, the problem is the following. We have a number of streets in a city network
that needs to be cleared from snow, and a limited number of (different) vehicles that
shall do the job. Usually there are limits on the time, i.e. the streets must be cleared
before a certain time has passed (according to contracts). One possible objective is to
clear the streets as quickly as possible, but another possible objective is to minimize
the cost.

Urban snow removal is a special case of of a more general problem: Planning and
routing service tasks in street networks. We consider both link and node based tasks
that shall be done by several possibly different vehicles traveling in connected tours
based in depots. We need to keep track of time, if we want detailed plans.

Questions that an optimization model might answer are for example the following.
When should a specific street be treated? How should the snow removal equipment
travel? When could one expect the snow removal to be ready?

In this paper we study the snow removal process in urban areas, which is a bit different
from snow removal in rural areas. In rural areas, the different categories of roads (defined
by different requirements for the snow removal) can often be treated separately. Also
the fleet of vehicles can often be assumed to be homogeneous. This situation is discussed
in, for example, Razmara (2004).

A very comprehensive survey of the problem of winter road maintenance is found in
Perrier, Langevin, and Campbell (2007b), while the urban aspect is treated in Perrier,
Langevin, and Amaya (2008).

In this paper we will describe the problem in detail, and present a correct and detailed
time-indexed model for it. Unfortunately the model is not solvable for larger areas, due
to its size. The purpose is to give an exact presentation of the problem, and show how
it can be modeled. The model might be used for detailed planning of very small areas,
such as a few blocks. Then these detailed plans can be aggregated into larger tasks,
and these tasks combined by some master problem. We will then look at simplifications
of the model, where the goal is to find good lower bounds for the optimal objective
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function value.

This paper is a part of a larger body of work about snow removal. Several accompanying
papers will appear, especially concerning heuristics for the detailed model presented
here, Lagrangian relaxation of the model presented here and a discussion about using
Open Street Map data for this purpose. The division into several papers is mostly
motivated by the length of the papers.

In one of the forthcoming papers, we will present heuristics that give feasible solutions
to the exact model, thus also yielding upper bounds on the optimal objective function
value. The lower bounds in this paper can be used to judge the quality of the obtained
solutions. This will also enable the usage of a branch-and-bound method, utilizing
relaxations and lower bounds, in order to find the exact optimal solution.

One chosen limitation of the current paper is the restriction to MIP-based modeling.
In forthcoming papers we will also use graph descriptions and tools.

2 The problem

Let us now study the urban situation (in Sweden). A city is divided into areas. For
each area, a contractor is hired to take care of the snow removal. There is no point in
optimizing the snow removal for more than one area at a time, since the planning of
the snow removal is completely independent for different contractors. (It actually seems
important for a contractor not to inform other contractors how their plans are made.)
In other words, there are well specified areas for which optimization is relevant. The
street network in such an area is not huge.

There are two situations which often are treated differently. One is when the snow
removal is carried out during a snowfall. Then one is never ready, and the snow removal
equipment travels around in (infinitely) repeated cycles. The optimization problem is
to find suitable cycles.

Luckily snowfall usually stops after a while. Then we have the other situation, snow
removal after a snowfall. This is the situation we will study. Since it is not snowing,
a street that has been cleared of snow at one time is free of snow (for the rest of the
time considered). When all snow removal tasks have been done (once), we are ready.
Usually there are requirements that the snow should be removed within a certain time,
for examples 24 hours.

In the urban situation, there are usually several different vehicles. There are lorries that
clear large streets quite quickly, but have difficulties turning in small spaces. There are
tractors that do the same tasks, but more slowly, and are better suited for smaller roads
in suburban areas. There are smaller machines that do other tasks, such as clearing
secondary roads, bus stops, bicycle paths etc. Such smaller machines are not used for
clearing main streets. In tunnels for pedestrians or bicycles there is no room for any
other vehicle than a small tractor, so it is impossible for another vehicle to clear such a
path.
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Thus the difference between vehicles cannot be ignored. Furthermore, they must coop-
erate. For example, one usually never clears a bus stop before the street is cleared etc.
A vehicle may also need to transport itself on a cleared street, in order to get to an
uncleared street. This can often be done faster than clearing. Some streets can not be
used by other vehicles at the same time as they are being cleared.

In one area the number of vehicles is fairly limited. In our model, each vehicle will be
treated as an individual. If there are many vehicles of exactly the same type, it might
be better to group together vehicles according to type, but we have not done that.

This work started when we were asked by Linköping municipality to look at the possi-
bilities of optimizing the snow removal. The important part was the total cost or total
time. This can be used when doing the procurement, i.e. finding the best contractor for
an area. For a contractor, the important part is how to drive the vehicles. A contractor
wants a foolproof plan that can be directly implemented. Therefore all details have to
be considered. Can we skip the details if we only want the total time/cost? Then there
is a risk that total time will have very low accuracy, and this is what this paper will
investigate.

In order to have the possibility to find a directly implementable solution, we use the

detailed approach, as follows.

• Break down operations into unsplittable tasks (that must be done by the same
vehicle).

• Require that each task is done by one vehicle.

• Keep exact track of time.

• Keep exact track of all individual vehicles.

• Consider vehicles obstructing each other.

• Do only what is possible.

A detail in the Swedish procedure seems to be quite different from what is usually
described in the literature, for example in Perrier et al. (2008), and that is that a
normal city street is sometimes cleared three times, first in the middle, then on one
side, and finally on the other. The two last sweeps must be done in the correct direction
(on the right hand side of the street) but the first sweep can be done in any direction.
This is a significant complication compared to the case when only one sweep in each
direction is required, in which case a street can be split into two directed arcs, each
requiring one sweep. The complication is not only that the number of sweeps is higher,
but also that there are both directed and undirected sweeps. One may compare to the
Chinese postman problem, where the directed (and the undirected) case is polynomially
solvable, but the mixed case is NP-hard.

The middle sweep is done to enable traffic as soon as possible. Often the middle sweep
is done around the block, before doing the sides. Therefore we don’t want a plan that
always does all three sweeps on a street before going on to the next street. So we need
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turning penalties, or at least something that makes it more expensive to turn around
than to continue around the block.

We will break down operations into unsplittable tasks that must be done by the same
vehicle. Examples of such tasks are the following.

• Clear the middle of a street.

• Clear the right side of a street.

• Clear the left side of a street.

• Clear the middle of a street a second time. (Only for wider streets.)

• Clear a turning space.

• Additional clearing at crossings.

• Clear a bus stop.

• Clear a pedestrian path.

• Clear a bicycle path.

• Other specific one-vehicle tasks.

All tasks are associated with nodes or links in the graph. An example of the last
item (“other tasks”) can be taken from the clearing of a roundabout. Clearing a whole
roundabout is a combination of several tasks, but there are some things that need to
be done by the same vehicle, namely the clearing of one lane in a roundabout.

Some tasks are usually grouped together in practice. For example, clearing the middle,
left side and right side of a street is often done by the same vehicle. However, that
might not be optimal. It may be more efficient to use more than one vehicle on the
same street in succession.

We wish to make the model flexible. Since it is always possible to group together tasks
as a preprocessing step, flexibility is obtained by initially defining tasks as something
that never can be done by more than one vehicle.

Sometimes there are precedence constraints for tasks. The middle of a road must be
cleared before the left and right sides are cleared, for example. It is also possible that
some tasks have higher priority than others. This can either be modeled the hard way,
by enforcing that the tasks with higher priority are finished before starting with tasks
with lower priority, or the soft way, by weights in the objective function.

2.1 Needed data

As indata, we need the following.
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• Need to know which vehicles can do each task.

• Need to know the time (or cost) for each task and vehicle.

• Need to know the time (or cost) for each possible transportation link and vehicle.

• Need to know start and end point of each task. (Sometimes the same, sometimes
at opposite ends of a street.)

• Some tasks can not be done simultaneously. Need to know which tasks/links are
blocked by other tasks/links and how long.

• It may take longer for a vehicle to turn around than to continue straight on (or
turn right). Need to know how much longer.

Do we have all this data? Yes and no. Capabilities of vehicles are known.

The street network and all task characteristics? They are known, but in what form? It
is too much to enter it manually. Much can be found in different data bases, such as
OpenStreetMap.

Times for vehicles and tasks? Very approximately (average speed). The operators are
nowadays required to equip each vehicle with a GPS. This gives data from which we
may extract times for all tasks. So task times will be available with better and better
accuracy. (Analyzing the GPS tracks will require map matching, which will be the
subject of a forthcoming paper.)

2.2 Further modeling aspects

In principle, each task must be done once, i.e. by one vehicle and at one time, no more,
no less. However, clearing the middle of a street can sometimes be done in any direction.
This can be handled by defining this as two different tasks, one in each direction. Then
these two tasks are grouped together, and we only require that one task in each group
is done. The same applies to other undirected tasks, such as clearing bicycle paths.

There are two possible situations for the final clearing at a crossing. One is that all
adjacent streets must be cleared before the crossing is cleared. This means that the
vehicle must leave the the crossing when making the final clearing of an adjacent street,
and then return to clear the crossing.

The other possibility is that the final clearing of the crossing can be done before leaving
the crossing the final time. This means that the crossing can be cleared even though
the last leaving street is not yet cleared. This means that the clearing of the crossing
will always be done after the final arrival at node crossing. The difficulty is that we
don’t know which street will be used for the final arrival.

The first situation is easier to model, but time consuming (and probably unrealistic) in
practice. The second is worse to model, but probably the one used in practice. It is
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fairly easy to take into account in a constructive heuristic, but it is harder to model by
constraints.

There are several possible objectives for this problem.

• Minimize the time when everything is ready.

• Minimize a (weighted) sum of times when each task is ready.

• Minimize the sum of times when each vehicle is ready.

• Minimize transportation distance (while not clearing).

• Minimize total cost (with constraints on time).

• Minimize pollution (with constraints on time).

The last objective is environmentally friendly. The second last objective is operator
friendly. The best objective function is probably a weighted combination of some of
the above. One might even consider multiobjective optimization, but we don’t do that
here.

One might think that the first objective is the proper one. However, using this, only
the tasks that yields the maximal time are important. The time for the other tasks is
unimportant, so some tasks may just as well be placed unnecessarily late. Obviously
this is not good. All tasks should be finished as soon as possible.

This model may be used for different purposes, yielding different objectives. The con-
tractor might want to minimize the costs for the whole operation, while not exceeding
the maximal allowed time. The public probably wants each street to be cleared as soon
as possible. The rules stated by the authorities only say that the maximal time may
not be exceeded.

A practical matter is that some tasks can not be done simultaneously. We then need to
list which tasks/links are blocked by other tasks/links, and how long. As a consequence
of this, it must be possible for a vehicle to wait a while at a node. (Although this is
probably undesirable in practical situations, the mathematical model may otherwise fail
to have a feasible solution.)

There might also be a certain time needed for switching between two tasks, for example
time for turning the vehicle around at the end of a street. This is similar to the blocking
mentioned above, but occurs only when the same vehicle does the two tasks in direct
sequence.

2.3 Similar problems

Another problem occurs in spring when sweeping up the sand that was distributed
during the winter on icy streets. This is also a multi-task procedure. First sand is
(often manually) sweeped from sidewalks etc. out in the street. Then the street is
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watered, in order to avoid dust and other particles in the air. After this, the sand is
collected by several runs on the street.

Often this is not regarded as important as the snow removal, since the time is not that
critical. However, due to the spreading of water, this cannot be done if the temperature
is below zero, since than the water could freeze. On the other hand, the sand/gravel
lying on a street makes it very slippery, especially for cyclists.

Another issue of increasing importance is the level of small particles in the air. These
particles has been shown to be very dangerous for people, and could cause serious
health problems. Particle levels are increased by sand and gravel on the road, and also
of studded tires that rip out parts of the asphalt on the roads. The highest levels of
particles have been found in the early spring after a harsh winter, when the snow has
melted, but the sand remains in the roads. Therefore it is very important to remove
the gravel as soon as possible.

Another aspect of this is that the authorities want to decrease the used of studded tires
in cities. They have even been forced to forbid studded tires on certain centrally located
roads. This gives an even higher demand of very good snow removal etc.

When collecting sand, or spreading sand or salt, a complication is that the vehicle must
return to the depot (or other specific places) to empty or fill the container. We will not
consider this specific task in our model, but it would not be too hard to include it.

2.4 Previous work in snow removal optimization

Snow removal is not a relevant problem in countries where there hardly ever is any snow,
so publications regarding this area mainly come from a geographically limited region,
most notably Canada and the northern parts of USA. Publications about optimization of
snow removal include the following. Snow disposal is treated in Campbell and Langevin
(1995) and Labelle, Langevin, and Campbell (2002). Mathematical models containing
many aspects are found in Trudel (2005) and Fu, Trudel, and Kim (2009). Rural snow
removal is discussed in Razmara (2004) and Islam (2010). The publications Perrier,
Langevin, and Campbell (2006a), Perrier, Langevin, and Campbell (2006b), Perrier,
Langevin, and Campbell (2007a), and Perrier et al. (2007b), give a full picture of
heuristics used in snow removal. Finally, in Perrier et al. (2008) an interesting model
for snow removal is given.

The issue with turning penalties has been treated in Benavent and Soler (1999), Cor-
beran, Marti, Martinez, and Soler (2002) and Soler, Martinez, and Mico (2008).

3 Practical ways of handling complications

Sometimes there are different priorities on groups of streets. There could be certain
streets that need to be cleared first, before clearing of the other streets begin.
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In such cases, it is often possible in practice to separate the optimization so that a plan
for the high priority streets is decided first, and given that, a plan for the low priority
streets is made. This separation removes some possibilities of optimization, but if the
high priority streets are mainly served by other vehicles than the low priority streets,
maybe not much is lost.

This kind of heuristic separation can also be made between different types of vehicles.
Typically there are lorries, which only deal with larger streets (often with high priority),
and tractors which service smaller streets in residence areas, and finally small tractors
that serve bicycle paths and pedestrian areas etc. If these different groups of tasks have
little in common, a separation between the different types of vehicles might not mean
a large decrease of quality of the solution.

Looking further for complications, there are additional tasks that might be incorporated
in the plan, such as bus stops, and sidewalks, adjacent to streets that are cleared. In
practice, we would probably suggest that such additional tasks are added to the plan
afterwards, but in principle they should be included when the optimization is done.

Other aspects are that sometimes the snow should be placed on a certain side of the
street, for example when there is a park. This might give restrictions on what directions
the vehicle may use.

Furthermore, it turns out that some contractors or even drivers have deals with private
property owners, and this information is not always known when making the plan. It
could for example be very easy for a driver to do some additional clearing of a private
property when passing by.

Because of all these reasons, it can be very difficult to construct one solvable model for
this whole situation. In practice, one often resorts to heuristics, and it may even be
difficult to find suitable heuristics.

In spite of this, we will do our best to construct a mathematical model for the situation.
For very small areas, such a model might be solvable. Another reason for studying
a mathematical model is that certain parts of the model may be usable in practical
methods. We may consider different decomposition methods, that can separate the
problem into smaller, easier parts by relaxation and/or fixation.

4 Mathematical model

Let us now formulate an extensive time-indexed mathematical model for the detailed
snow removal problem. The time will discretized (for example in minutes). The time
periods will be numbered from 1 to TMAX . If a task is said to start at time t, it means
that the task will start at the beginning of time period t. If the duration of the task is
d time periods, the task will be ready at the end of time period t + d − 1, so another
task can be started at the beginning of time period t+ d.

We consider a street map with crossings (nodes) and streets (links). Usually links are
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undirected. Tasks will be defined on links and nodes. We will use the following indices:
j ∈ T : the set of tasks, g ∈ G: the set of task groups, t = 1, . . . TMAX : the set of
time steps, k ∈ Q: the set of vehicles, l ∈ L: the set of links (streets), and i ∈ N :
the set of nodes (points, crossings). Furthermore we define LU ⊆ L as the links that
are undirected, i.e. allows transportation in any direction. For one way streets, only
transportation in the forward direction of the link is allowed.

4.1 Coefficients (sets)

The following indata is needed. In many cases, indata is given in the form of coefficients,
which may be used to form sets. Below we give both the coefficients and the sets.

4.1.1 Capabilities

All vehicles cannot do all tasks, and sometimes certain vehicles cannot even travel on
certain links. (A large lorry often cannot use a bicycle path.)

aTjk = 1 if vehicle k can do task j. KT
j = {k ∈ Q : aTjk = 1}, the set of vehicles that can

do task j.

aLlk = 1 if vehicle k can use link l for transportation. KL
l = {k ∈ Q : aLlk = 1}, the set

of vehicles that can use link l.

These data are crucial, and easy to find.

4.1.2 Task/link times

Different vehicles have different speed, and need different amounts of time to do a task
or travel a link.

dTjk : time needed for vehicle k to do task j, measured in whole number of time periods.

dLlk : time needed for transporting vehicle k along link l.

These data are important in order to obtain correct objective function values. If they
are only approximate, the objective function value may have significant errors, even if
the solution is rather good.

4.1.3 Depots

The vehicles start at a specific depot (a node in the network) and must return there
after finished working.

Dk : depot for vehicle k, i.e. the node where it starts and must return to.
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4.1.4 Starting and ending points

Each task and link starts at a specific node in the network and ends at another (or
possibly the same for tasks).

sTj : starting point for task j. ST
i = {j ∈ T : i = sTj }, set of tasks starting at node i.

eTj : ending point for task j. ET
i = {j ∈ T : i = eTj }, set of tasks ending at node i.

sLl : starting point for link l. SL
i = {l ∈ L : i = sLl }, set of links starting at node i.

eLl : ending point for link l. EL
i = {l ∈ L : i = eLl }, set of links ending at node i.

These parameters follow directly from our definitions of tasks. sL (or SL) and eL (or
EL) is one way of describing the network. From these one can easily calculate other
ways of describing the network (as adjacency matrix or forward star representation etc.).

4.1.5 Graph structure

The following is a way of describing the graph structures involved.

As some tasks have two different end points and some have the same, we may let T 1

be the set of tasks that have sTj = eTj , i.e. those that start and end at the same point
(so called “one-node” tasks), and T 2 the set of tasks that have sTj 6= eTj , i.e. those that
have different start and end points (so called “two-node” tasks). We have T = T 1 ∪ T 2.

We will assume that each two-node task has the same end points as some existing link,
and that each one-node task has its single end point as one end point of an existing
link.

We now let AL be the set of directed arcs generated by the links, i.e. AL consists of the
pairs (sLl , e

L
l ) for all l ∈ L plus the pairs (eLl , s

L
l ) for all undirected links, l ∈ LU . We

also let AT be the set of directed arcs generated by the tasks, i.e. AT consists of the
pairs (sTj , e

T
j ) for all j ∈ T . Usually AT will contain parallel arcs and loops.

In order to further describe the relation between tasks and links, we define TL2
l as

the set of two-node tasks that have the same starting and ending points as link l, i.e.
TL2
l = {j ∈ T 2 : sTj = sLl , e

T
j = eLl } = ST

sL
l

∩ET
eL
l

. Usually TL2
l 6= ∅. We also define TL2r

l

as the set of two-node tasks that have the same starting and ending points as link l,
but in reversed order, i.e. TL2r

l = {j ∈ T 2 : sTj = eLl , e
T
j = sLl } = ST

eL
l

∩ ET
sL
l

. Usually

TL2r
l 6= ∅.

On the other hand we let lT2
j be the link with the same starting and ending points as

task j for all j ∈ T 2. We have sTj = sLl and eTj = eLl only if l = lT2
j . We also define

lT2r
j as the link with the same starting and ending points as task j for all j ∈ T 2,
but in the reversed direction. We have lT2r

j ∈ LU , and sTj = eLl and eTj = sLl only if
l = lT2r

j . (We assume that each two-node task takes place on a link that can be used
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for transportation, so lT2
j or lT2r

j is defined for all j ∈ T 2.)

4.1.6 Groups

In order to be able to handle undirected tasks, we introduce groups of tasks, and let
each possible direction define one task. This means that all tasks will be directed, but
not all tasks need to be done, only one in each group.

gj : the group that task j belongs to. Gg = {j ∈ T : gj = g}, the set of tasks that
belong to group g.

These parameters follow directly from our definition of the tasks. For directed tasks a
group consists of one task, and for undirected tasks a group consists of two tasks, one
in each direction. (In principle one may define groups of more than two tasks, but we
have not done that.)

The notion of groups is an alternative to dealing with undirected tasks directly. If all
tasks were directed, each group would contain one task, so groups and tasks would be
the same thing (and “group” could be read as “task” in the rest of the paper).

4.1.7 Precedences

Sometimes a certain task/group needs to be done before another can be started.

ρGT
gj = 1 if group g must precede task j. PGT

j = {g : ρGT
gj = 1}, set of groups that must

precede task j.

ρGL
gl = 1 if group g must precede the usage of link l. PGL

l = {g : ρGL
gl = 1}, set of groups

that must precede the usage of link l.

These data follow from our definitions of tasks. Usually precedences are defined only
for tasks on the same link or on nodes adjacent to the link.

When the precedences are not satisfied, we need to stop the following tasks from being
started. The following parameters may be useful for estimating for how long.

d
T,min
j = min

k∈Kj

dTjk, d
T,max
j = max

k∈Kj

dTjk: minimal/maximal time needed for doing task j.

d
L,min
l = min

k
dLlk, d

L,max
l = max

k
dLlk: minimal/maximal time needed for using link l.

d
V T,min
k = min

j
dTjk, d

V T,max
k = max

j
dTjk: minimal/maximal time needed for vehicle k to

do a task.
d
V L,min
k = min

l
dLlk, d

V L,max
k = max

l
dLlk: minimal/maximal time needed for vehicle k to

use a link.
dT,min = min

j
d
T,min
j , dT,max = max

j
d
T,max
j : minimal/maximal time needed for doing a

task.
dL,min = min

l
d
L,min
l , dL,max = max

l
d
L,max
l : minimal/maximal time needed for using a
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link.

4.1.8 Priorities

Externally decided priorities that says that a certain set of streets must be cleared
completely before starting on another are handled as follows.

In some cases, strictly enforced priority classes make the optimization problem separable
in the priory classes, in which case we formulate and solve one problem for each priority
class. Details that may prohibit this are the following. If the vehicles do not need to
return to the depot after each class, the starting and ending points for each class is
unknown. One may also allow “upgrading”, i.e. deciding to clear a street in a higher
priority class than was given. (In Perrier et al. (2008) a model incorporating these
aspects is given. Here we will not put emphasize on these details.)

We can also use “weaker” priorities that will be represented by weights in the objective
function, i.e. makes them more important to finish early.

pj : the priority of task j. TP
g : the tasks included in priority group g.

cPg : the weight to be used for priority group g. (pj = cPg for all j ∈ TP
g .)

4.1.9 Blocking

In some cases a certain task blocks another task (or link) for a certain time. Time for
blockage could be the same as the time needed for doing the task/transportation. It
could also be shorter, for example two vehicles starting a short distance after each other.
We define the following.

dBTT
jj′k : time that task j′ is blocked after vehicle k starts task j (measured in whole

number of time periods). We let BTT
j = {j′ : dTT

jj′k > 0 for some k}, the set of tasks
that are blocked by task j. (Often blocking does not depend on the vehicle; if there is
blocking between two tasks for one type of vehicle, then there is usually blocking for all
types of vehicles.) We could also use the parameter δBTT

jj′ = 1 if task j blocks task j′.

It is possible that dBTT
jj′k = dTjk (when task j′ is blocked exactly as long as the tasks

takes) or dBTT
jj′k < dTjk (when task j′ can be started a bit before task j is finished). On

a smaller road, the first case might be true if the tasks use the link in the opposition
direction, while the second case can be true if they use the link in the same direction.
Then the second vehicle can start as soon as the previous one is on a safe distance.

Usually blocking is defined only for two-node tasks, and j′ ∈ BTT
j only if sTj′ = sTj and

eTj′ = eTj , or sTj′ = eTj and eTj′ = sTj , i.e. blockage appear only for tasks dealing with the
same link.

Tasks may block the usage of links, and in this case we have to observe in which direction
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the link is used.

dBTFL
jlk : time that forwards transportation on link l is blocked after vehicle k starts task

j. We have BTFL
j = {l : δTFL

jl = 1} as the set of links that are blocked by task j, where
δBTFL
jl = 1 if task j blocks forward use of link l.

dBTBL
jlk : time that backwards transportation on link l is blocked after vehicle k starts

task j. We have BTBL
j = {l : δTBL

jl = 1} as the set of links that are blocked by task j,
where δBTBL

jl = 1 if task j blocks backward use of link l.

We assume that blocking caused by transportation on links is negligible. (If that is not
the case, it can be modeled by the same principles as used above.)

4.1.10 Switching

Sometimes a time is needed for switching between two tasks/links, for example turning
a vehicle around. These switching times will only depend on which links are used, not
on which task that is performed on the link. Furthermore there will be no noticeable
switching time after node tasks. Therefore we only associate switching times with links,
not tasks. We define the following.

dSLLll′k : time needed for vehicle k to switch directly from link l to link l′, i.e. the minimal
time between end of usage of link l and start on link l′ (measured in whole number of
time periods).

This switching time will only occur if the links are adjacent, and traversed in order,
and this will depend on which directions the links are used in. If both links are used
in forward direction, switching time may occur is eLl = sLl′ . We may use δSLFF

ll′k = 1 if
there is a positive time needed for switching from forward use of link l to forward use of
link l′ for vehicle k, and let WLFF

l = {l′ : δSLFF
ll′k = 1} (the set of links for which there

is a switching delay after using link l).

For other directions, the switching time dSLL will be the same, but may only occur in
the following cases.

If the first link is used forwards and the second backwards, switching time may occur if
eLl = eLl′ . We use δSLFB

ll′k = 1 if there is a positive time needed for switching from forward
use of link l to backward use of link l′ for vehicle k, and let WLFB

l = {l′ : δSLFB
ll′k = 1}.

Also if sLl = sLl′ , we use δSLBF
ll′k = 1 if there is a positive time needed for switching from

backward use of link l to forward use of link l′ for vehicle k, and let WLBF
l = {l′ :

δSLBF
ll′k = 1}.

If sLl = eLl′ , we use δSLBB
ll′k = 1 if there is a positive time needed for switching from

backward use of link l to backward use of link l′ for vehicle k, and let WLBB
l = {l′ :

δSLBB
ll′k = 1}.

The adjacency relations means that WLFF
l ⊆ SL

eL
l

, WLFB
l ⊆ EL

eL
l

∩ LU , WLBF
l ⊆ SL

sL
l

,
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and WLBB
l ⊆ EL

sL
l

∩ LU .

4.2 Variables

The main variables in the time-indexed model are the following, stating when treatment
of tasks and transportation on links start.

xTjkt = 1 if vehicle k starts task j at time t (i.e. at the beginning of time period
t), for all j ∈ T , t = 1, . . . , TMAX and k ∈ KT

j (or possibly for all k ∈ Q).

xFL
lkt = 1 if transportation of vehicle k starts forwards on link l at time t, for all

l ∈ L, k ∈ Q and t = 1, . . . , TMAX .

xBL
lkt = 1 if transportation of vehicle k starts backwards on link l at time t, for

all l ∈ LU , k ∈ Q and t = 1, . . . , TMAX .

Iikt = 1 if vehicle k stays at node i from time t to t + 1 (i.e. during time
period t, from its start to the beginning of time period t + 1) for all i ∈ N , k ∈ Q,
t = 1, . . . , TMAX . This may also include time needed for switching between two tasks.

4.2.1 Time variables

We also use some variables for finishing times:

vTj : time when task j is finished.

vRk : time when vehicle k is ready.

vLl : time when transportation on link l is ready.

vTOT : time when everything is finished.

4.3 Constraints

Now we will describe the constraints of the model. There will be several groups of
constraints, and we will present them one group at a time.

4.3.1 Demand

The main constraints state that one task in each group must be done at one time by
one vehicle.

∑

j∈Gg

∑

k∈KT
j

∑

t

xTjkt = 1 for all g (1)
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4.3.2 Node equilibrium

We need to enforce node equilibrium for each vehicle at each node at each time. The
arrivals at node i of vehicle k at time t plus those waiting from the previous time step
should be equal to the departures from node i of vehicle k at time t plus those waiting
until the next time step.

These constraints can be written using auxiliary variables sA and sD for the arrivals
and departures of a vehicle to a node at a certain time.

Departures from node i of vehicle k at time t:

sDikt =
∑

j∈ST
i

xTjkt +
∑

l∈SL
i

xFL
lkt +

∑

l∈EL
i ∩LU

xBL
lkt for all i, k, t (2a)

Arrivals at node i of vehicle k at time t:

sAikt =
∑

j∈ET
i

xT
jk,t−dT

jk
+
∑

l∈EL
i

xFL
lk,t−dL

lk
+

∑

l∈SL
i ∩LU

xBL
lk,t−dL

lk
for all i, k, t (2b)

Note that the arrivals are those that started the specific times earlier. The node equi-
librium constraints are now as follows.

Iik,t−1 + sAikt = sDikt + Iikt for all i, k, t (2c)

(By constraint set (2), we will mean (2a), (2b) and (2c) together, which obviously can
be written as one set of constraints by eliminating sA and sD, which will be done when
solving the problem. The s-variables are only used for notational convenience.)

Switching times are handled by not allowing the affected vehicle to leave the node until
the switching time has passed, and this is enforced by other constraints. Thus vehicles
busy with switching are modeled as waiting at the node. The same applies to blocking.

4.3.3 Depot

The I-variables can be used to ensure that the vehicles start and end at their depots.

IDk,k,0 = 1, IDk,k,T
MAX+1 = 1, for all k (3a)

Ii,k,0 = 0, Ii,k,TMAX+1 = 0, for all k, all i 6= Dk (3b)

4.3.4 Start one thing at a time

Each vehicle may start at most one thing at any time.
∑

j

xTjkt +
∑

l

xFL
lkt +

∑

∈LU

xBL
lkt ≤ 1 for all k, t (4)
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4.3.5 Precedences

The precedence constraints can be written as follows.

∑

j′∈Gg

∑

k∈KT
j′

t
∑

t′=1

xTj′kt′ ≥
∑

k∈KT
j

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

xTjkt′ for all g ∈ PGT
j , all j and all t (5a)

If the first sum is zero, then no task in group g has been started at time t, and then
task j may not be started until after time t+ dT,min.

We also have similar constraints for links.

∑

j′∈Gg

∑

k∈KT
j′

t
∑

t′=1

xTj′kt′ ≥
∑

k

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

(xFL
lkt′ + xBL

lkt′) for all g ∈ PGL
l , all l ∈ LU , t (5b)

∑

j′∈Gg

∑

k∈KT
j′

t
∑

t′=1

xTj′kt′ ≥
∑

k

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

xFL
lkt′ for all g ∈ PGL

l , all l ∈ L \ LU , t (5c)

It is also possible to require that all but one task in a certain set should be done before
a task is started. As an example, the clearing of a crossing may take place after all
adjacent streets are cleared, except the final leaving of the crossing. In that case we
make a set of all tasks leaving the node, and require that all those tasks except one
need to be done before the right-hand-side may be positive. Assuming that S is a set
of groups such that all but one must be done, before starting the task in question, the
constraints become

∑

g∈S

∑

j′∈Gg

∑

k∈KT
j′

t
∑

t′=1

xTj′kt′ ≥ (|S| − 1)
∑

k∈KT
j

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

xTjkt′ for all g ∈ PGT
j , j, t (5d)

The sum on the left-hand-side is equal to the number of tasks in S that are done. If
this number is (|S| − 1) or |S|, the constraint is redundant, otherwise the left-hand-side
must be strictly less than one.

4.3.6 Blocking

We also need to model the blocking of tasks and links. Tasks may be blocked by other
tasks and links may be blocked by tasks. We assume that no blocking is caused by
transportation.

Tasks blocked by task j:

∑

k′

t+dBTT
jj′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xTj′k′t′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j, k, t, j′ ∈ BTT
j (6a)
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If xTjkt = 1, (6a) ensures that no other of the blocked tasks may be started within the
blocking time.

Links blocked by task j:

∑

k′

t+dBTFL
jl′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xFL
l′k′t′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j, k, t, l′ ∈ BTFL

j (6b)

∑

k′

t+dBTBL
jl′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xBL
l′k′t′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j, k, t, l′ ∈ BTBL

j (6c)

A vehicle can not be used when it is doing something else. Therefore we need the
following constraints. Vehicle blocked by doing task j:

∑

j′ 6=j

xTj′kt′ +
∑

l′

xFL
l′kt′ +

∑

l′∈LU

xBL
l′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1

for all j, k, t, t′ = t, . . . , t+ dTjk − 1 (7a)

(We may note that for t = t′, (7a) contains (4).)

Vehicle blocked by transport on link l:
∑

j′

xTj′kt′ +
∑

l′ 6=l

xFL
l′kt′ +

∑

l′∈LU :l′ 6=l

xBL
l′kt′ + xFL

lkt + xBL
lkt ≤ 1

for all l ∈ LU , k, t, t′ = t, . . . , t+ dLlk − 1 (7b)

∑

j′

xTj′kt′ +
∑

l′ 6=l

xFL
l′kt′ +

∑

l∈LU :l′ 6=l

xBL
l′kt′ + xFL

lkt ≤ 1

for all l ∈ L \ LU , k, t, t′ = t, . . . , t+ dLlk − 1 (7c)

4.3.7 Switching

There are also constraints controlling the switching times needed. They are similar to
the blocking constraints, but restricted to single vehicles. There are no switching times
for node tasks, only for tasks and transportation that involve two adjacent links.

Switching from tasks to tasks is modeled by the corresponding links, which are given
by lT2, lT2r, and the tasks TL2and TL2r.

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2
l , l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2

l′ , l′ ∈ WLFF
l (8a1)

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ +xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2r
l , l ∈ LU , k, t, j′ ∈ TL2

l′ , l′ ∈ WLBF
l (8a2)
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t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2
l , l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2r

l′ , l′ ∈ WLFB
l ∩LU (8a3)

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2r
l , l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2r

l′ , l′ ∈ WLBB
l (8a4)

Constraint (8a1) ensures that if xTjkt = 1, then no other of the tasks on links in WLFF
lT2

j

may be started before the task time and switching time has elapsed.

Switching from tasks to links:

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xFL
l′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2

l , l, k, t, l′ ∈ WLFF
l (8b1)

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xFL
l′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2r

l , l, k, t, l′ ∈ WLBF
l (8b2)

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xBL
l′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2

l , l, k, t, l′ ∈ WLFB
l ∩ LU (8b3)

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

xBL
l′kt′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j ∈ TL2r

l , l, k, t, l′ ∈ WLBB
l ∩ LU (8b4)

Switching from links to tasks:

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

ll′k
−1

∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xFL
lkt ≤ 1 for all l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2

l′ , l′ ∈ WLFF
l (8c1)

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

ll′k
−1

∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xFL
lkt ≤ 1 for all l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2r

l′ , l′ ∈ WLFB
l (8c2)

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

ll′k
−1

∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xBL
lkt ≤ 1 for all l ∈ LU , k, t, j′ ∈ TL2

l′ , l′ ∈ WLBF
l (8c3)

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

ll′k
−1

∑

t′=t

xTj′kt′ + xBL
lkt ≤ 1 for all l ∈ LU , k, t, j′ ∈ TL2r

l′ , l′ ∈ WLBB
l (8c4)

Switching from links to links:

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

lkl′
−1

∑

t′=t

xFL
l′kt′ + xFL

lkt ≤ 1 for all l, k, t, l′ ∈ WLFF
l (8d1)
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t+dL
lk
+dSLL

lkl′
−1

∑

t′=t

xBL
l′kt′ + xFL

lkt ≤ 1 for all l, k, t, l′ ∈ WLFB
l ∩ LU (8d2)

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

lkl′
−1

∑

t′=t

xFL
l′kt′ + xBL

lkt ≤ 1 for all l ∈ LU , k, t, l′ ∈ WLBF
l (8d3)

t+dL
lk
+dSLL

lkl′
−1

∑

t′=t

xBL
l′kt′ + xBL

lkt ≤ 1 for all l ∈ LU , k, t, l′ ∈ WLBB
l ∩ LU (8d4)

4.3.8 Finishing times

We need certain constraints in order to define the finishing times, which can be used in
the objective function.

Time when each task is ready:

vTj ≥
∑

k∈KT
j

∑

t

(t+ dTjk)x
T
jkt for all j (9a)

Time when each vehicle is ready, i.e. back home:

vRk ≥ tsADkkt
for all k, t (9b)

Here we will use the expression given by (2b).

Time when transportation is ready on each link:

vLl ≥ (t+ dLlk)(x
FL
lkt + xBL

lkt ) for all l ∈ LU , k, t (9c)

vLl ≥ (t+ dLlk)x
FL
lkt for all l ∈ L \ LU , k, t (9d)

An approximate measure of the time when transportation is ready on each link: (Not
exact if a link is used several times by the same vehicle, but it is a reasonable measure
to minimize.)

vLl ≥
∑

k

∑

t

(t+ dLlk)(x
FL
lkt + xBL

lkt ) for all l ∈ LU , k, t (9e)

vLl ≥
∑

k

∑

t

(t+ dLlk)x
FL
lkt for all l ∈ L \ LU , k, t (9f)

Time when all tasks are ready:

vTOT ≥ vTj for all j (10a)

Time when all vehicles are ready:

vTOT ≥ vRk for all k (10b)
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Time when all transportation is ready:

vTOT ≥ vLl for all l (10c)

We can have constraints limiting the total times:

Limit on time when all tasks are ready:

vTj ≤ TMAX for all j (11a)

Limit time when all vehicles are ready:

vRk ≤ TMAX for all k (11b)

Limit time when everything is ready:

vTOT ≤ TMAX (11c)

4.3.9 Domain

Let us finally define the domain for all variables.

xTjkt ∈ {0, 1} for all j, k, t (12a)

xFL
lkt ∈ {0, 1} for all l, k, t (12b)

xBL
lkt ∈ {0, 1} for all l ∈ LU , k, t (12c)

Iikt ∈ {0, 1} for all i, k, t (12d)

vTj ≥ 0 for all j (12e)

vRk ≥ 0 for all k (12f)

vLl ≥ 0 for all l (12g)

vTOT ≥ 0 (12h)

Constraints (12e), (12f), (12g) and (12h) will not matter. Furthermore, constraints
(12d) may be relaxed to simple non-negativity constraints.

4.4 Possible objective functions

Some possible objective functions are given below.

Minimize final end time:

min vTOT (0a)
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Minimize sum of end times for tasks:

min
∑

j

vTj (0b)

Minimize priority weighted sum of end times for tasks:

min
∑

s

∑

j∈TP
s

cPs v
T
j (0c)

Minimize sum of end times for vehicles:

min
∑

k

vRk (0d)

Minimize sum of transport times:

min
∑

l

vLl (0e)

Minimize weighted sum of end times for tasks:

min 1000vTOT +
∑

j

vTj (0f)

Minimize weighted sum of end times for tasks and vehicles:

min 1000
∑

j

vTj +
∑

k

vRk (0g)

Minimize a general weighted sum of end times:

min
∑

j

c1jv
T
j +

∑

k

c2kv
R
k +

∑

l

c3l v
L
l (0h)

where the priorities are included in c1.

Minimize transportation:

min
∑

l

∑

k

∑

t

dLlkx
FL
lkt (0i)

If the objective function used is 0a, minimizing the final end time, we will not use
the constraint on the final end time (10c), since we are minimizing that left-hand-side.
Instead we will find a solution (as good as possible) and then afterwards check if we
succeeded or not.

In practice, this constraint is used for cases when the contractor is using a different
objective function, such as minimizing the costs. (In our computational tests, we will
use the first objective function, since this seems to be most important one in practice.)

Objective function 0i can be seen as a way of minimizing the negative effects on the
environment, by indirectly minimizing the pollution caused by the vehicles.
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Other combinations of the possibilities above are possible. For example, using (0a), one
might also want to add (0e) to a small extent, i.e. with a small multiplier, in order to
avoid unnecessary movement of vehicles.

4.5 The whole model and discussion

Let us now sum up the total model, which we will call Model A, without repeating all
details. The main variables are xTjkt = 1 if vehicle k starts task j at time t, xFL

lkt = 1 or
xBL
lkt = 1 if transportation of vehicle k starts on link l at time t, and Iikt = 1 if vehicle

k stays at node i from time t to t+ 1

The objective is to minimize the time needed (or some other of the possibilities presented
in the previous section).

The constraints are the following:

Demand (all groups must be done). (1)

Node equilibrium at each node for each vehicle (at all times). (2)

Depot (all vehicles start and end at their depot) (3)

Start one thing at a time. (4)

Precedences. (5)

Blocking. (6)

Vehicle blocking. (7)

Switching. (8)

Finishing times. (9,10,11)

Domain. (12)

Let us consider the size of the model for an example with 100 nodes, 130 links, 400 tasks,
385 groups, 5 vehicles and TMAX = 1440. This yields 2,880,000 xT -variables, 1,872,000
xL-variables and 720,000 I-variables, i.e. 5,472,000 binary variables. The number of
constraints is approximately 30,000,000, where 14,000,000 comes from (7), 8,000,000
comes from (6), 5,000,000 comes from (8), and 1,000,000 comes from (5). The model is
thus huge.

One must therefore consider simplifications of the model. For a greater plan, the block-
ing and switching constraints may be on a detailed level that is not interesting. The
precedences are important, but might not have a large effect on the objective function
value.

The size of the model depends very much on the number of time periods. An interesting
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question is how long a time period shall be. During the initial development of the model,
we were thinking about a time period as one minute, since indata times (d) will not have
better accuracy. It also seems improbable the a driver would be interested in something
less than a minute. There is 1440 minutes in 24 hours, and usually the snow removal
has to be finished by that time.

If we can find better estimations of TMAX , i.e. upper bounds on how long it may take
to clear a certain area, these number can be used. Certain smaller areas may well be
cleared in 30 or 60 minutes, which will decrease the size of the model significantly.

5 Alternative modeling

The model in the previous sections is correct, but quite large. Some parts can be
modeled by more compact formulations. These formulations will not be exactly equiv-
alent, but can be useful for obtaining estimations. One main usage of the model is to
look for lower bounds on the optimal objective function value. Then we can accept
simplifications if they do not change the objective function value too much.

5.1 Aggregated variables

We now define some additional variables that simplifies some parts of the model and
also opens possibilities for using structured decomposition methods. They can also be
used in models for obtaining lower bounds.

zTjk = 1 if vehicle k does task j, for all j ∈ T , k ∈ Q.

zFL
lk the number of times vehicle k is transported forwards on link l, for all

l ∈ L, k ∈ Q.
zBL
lk the number of times vehicle k is transported backwards on link l, for all

l ∈ LU , k ∈ Q.

wT
jt = 1 if task j is started at time t, for all j ∈ T , t = 1, . . . , TMAX .

wFL
lt = 1 if forward transportation on link l is started at time t, for all l ∈ L,

t = 1, . . . , TMAX .
wBL
lt = 1 if backward transportation on link l is started at time t, for all l ∈ LU ,

t = 1, . . . , TMAX .

yTkt = 1 if vehicle k starts a task at time t, for all k ∈ Q, t = 1, . . . , TMAX .

yFL
kt = 1 if vehicle k starts a transportation forwards on a link at time t, for all

k ∈ Q, t = 1, . . . , TMAX .

yBL
kt = 1 if vehicle k starts a transportation backwards on a link at time t, for all

k ∈ Q, t = 1, . . . , TMAX .
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We have the following relations to the original variables.

zTjk =
∑

t

xTjkt for all j, k (13a)

zFL
lk =

∑

t

xFL
lkt for all l, k (13b)

zBL
lk =

∑

t

xBL
lkt for all l ∈ LU , k (13c)

wT
jt =

∑

k∈KT
j

xTjkt for all j, t (13d)

wFL
lt =

∑

k∈KL
l

xFL
lkt for all l, t (13e)

wBL
lt =

∑

k∈KL
l

xBL
lkt for all l ∈ LU , t (13f)

yTkt =
∑

j

xTjkt for all k, t (13g)

yFL
kt =

∑

l

xFL
lkt for all k, t (13h)

yBL
kt =

∑

l

xBL
lkt for all k, t (13i)

We could also express the original variables in the new ones in a nonlinear fashion.

xTjkt = zTjkw
T
jt for all j, k, t

xFL
lkt = zFL

lk wFL
lt for all l, k, t

xBL
lkt = zBL

lk wBL
lt for all l ∈ LU , k, t

We also have the following nonlinear relations.

yTkt =
∑

j

zTjkw
T
jt for all k, t. (14a)

yFL
kt =

∑

l

zFL
lk wFL

lt for all k, t. (14b)

yBL
kt =

∑

l

zBL
lk wBL

lt for all k, t. (14c)

Summing up the aggregated variables, we have the following linear relations.

The number of tasks done by vehicle k:
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∑

j

zTjk =
∑

t

yTkt for all k. (15a)

The number of tasks started at time t:
∑

j

wT
jt =

∑

k

yTkt for all t. (15b)

The number of times task j is done: (which is zero or one)
∑

k

zTjk =
∑

t

wT
jt for all j. (15c)

The number of forward transportations started by vehicle k:
∑

l

zFL
lk =

∑

t

yFL
kt for all k. (15d)

The number of backward transportations started by vehicle k:
∑

l∈LU

zBL
lk =

∑

t

yV L
kt for all k. (15e)

The number of forward transportations started at time t:
∑

l

wFL
lt =

∑

k

yFL
kt for all t. (15f)

The number of backward transportations started at time t:
∑

l∈LU

wBL
lt =

∑

k

yBL
kt for all t. (15g)

The number of times forward transportation on link l is started:
∑

k

zFL
jk =

∑

t

wFL
lt for all l. (15h)

The number of times backward transportation on link l is started:
∑

k

zBL
jk =

∑

t

wBL
lt for all l ∈ LU . (15i)

5.1.1 Additional time variables

We may also use the following time variables for each vehicle k.

vV T
k : total time vehicle k is used for doing tasks.

vV L
k : total time vehicle k is used for transportation.

vVW
k : total waiting time for vehicle k (at nodes).
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These times can be defined as follows, for each k.

vV T
k =

∑

j

dTjkz
T
jk (16a)

vV L
k =

∑

l

dLlkz
FL
lk +

∑

l∈LU

dLlkz
BL
lk (16b)

vVW
k =

∑

t

∑

i

Iikt (16c)

We have

vRk = vV T
k + vV L

k + vVW
k (16d)

We may note that vV T and vV L can be obtained by the aggregated variables z, but
vVW cannot. In practice we expect vVW to be much smaller than vV T and vV L, and
maybe even negligible.

Focusing on links, similar values can be calculated, for each vehicle k and link l.

vLTlk : total time link l is used for doing tasks by vehicle k.

vLLlk : total time link l is used for transportation by vehicle k.

These times can be defined as follows, for each l and k.

vLTlk =
∑

j∈TL2

l

dTjkz
T
jk (17a)

vLLlk = dLlk(z
FL
lk + zBL

lk ) if l ∈ LU (17b)

vLLlk = dLlkz
FL
lk if l ∈ L \ LU (17c)

We have

vLl ≥ vLTlk + vLLlk for all l and k (17d)

5.1.2 Sequence variables

We may also use the following help variables.

σl1l2k = 1 if vehicle k traverses link l2 immediately after link l1, for all l1 and l2
that are adjacent and all k.

(Since a vehicle may turn back, we include the possibility that l1 = l2 if l1 ∈ LU .)

The main point of this variable is to be used when calculating switching times, and it
is convenient to use the following additional variables.
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fF
lk = 1 if vehicle k uses link l forwards, for all l and all k.

fB
lk = 1 if vehicle k uses link l backwards, for all l ∈ LU and all k.

We may call the f -variables “flow”. The flow can be defined as follows.

fF
lk ≥ zFL

lk for all l and k. (18a)

fF
lk ≥ zTjk for all j ∈ TL2

l , all l and k. (18b)

fB
lk ≥ zBL

lk for all l ∈ LU and k. (18c)

fB
lk ≥ zTjk for all j ∈ TL2r

l , all l ∈ LU and k. (18d)

We can now used these variables to get correct values of σ.
∑

l2:s
L
l2
=eL

l1

σl1l2k +
∑

l2∈LU :eL
l2
=eL

l1

σl1l2k ≥ fF
l1k

for all l1 and k. (19a)

∑

l2:s
L
l2
=sL

l1

σl1l2k +
∑

l2:e
L
l2
=sL

l1

σl1l2k ≥ fB
l1k

for all l1 ∈ LU and k. (19b)

∑

l1∈LU :sL
l2
=sL

l1

σl1l2k +
∑

l1:s
L
l2
=eL

l1

σl1l2k ≥ fF
l2k

for all l2 and k. (19c)

∑

l1:e
L
l2
=sL

l1

σl1l2k +
∑

l1:e
L
l2
=eL

l1

σl1l2k ≥ fB
l2k

for all l2 ∈ LU and k. (19d)

σl1l2k ≤ fF
l1k

+ fB
l1k

for all l1 ∈ LU , l2 and k. (20a)

σl1l2k ≤ fF
l1k

for all l1 ∈ L \ LU , l2 and k. (20b)

σl1l2k ≤ fF
l2k

+ fB
l2k

for all l1, l2 ∈ LU and k. (20c)

σl1l2k ≤ fF
l2k

for all l1, l2 ∈ L \ LU and k. (20d)

The constraint sets (20) might not be needed if the objective function tries to minimize
the σ-variables.

In the objective function, we can now use a different estimation of waiting time.

vV R
k =

∑

l1,l2

dSTT
j1j2

σj1j2k (21a)

and use

vRk = vV T
k + vV L

k + vV R
k (21b)
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5.2 Reformulated constraints

Let us now as much as possible try to recreate the original constraints with the help of
the additional variables.

5.2.1 Demand

A task in each group must be done by one vehicle:
∑

j∈Gg

∑

k∈KT
j

zTjk = 1 for all g (22a)

A task in each group must be done once:
∑

j∈Gg

∑

t

wT
jt = 1 for all g (22b)

5.2.2 Aggregated node equilibrium

The node equilibrium constraints cannot be equivalently expressed with the aggregated
variables. However, disregarding time, the constraints can be based on z instead of x.

Departures from node i of vehicle k:

sDik =
∑

j∈ST
i

zTjk +
∑

l∈SL
i

zFL
lk +

∑

l∈EL
i ∩LU

zBL
lk for all i, k (23a)

Arrivals at node i of vehicle k:

sAik =
∑

j∈ET
i

zTjk +
∑

l∈EL
i

zFL
lk +

∑

l∈SL
i ∩LU

zBL
lk for all i, k (23b)

Since time does not enter this, waiting and time for switching is uninteresting. The
node equilibrium constraints are now simply as follows.

sAik = sDik for all i, k (23c)

This could be viewed as aggregated versions of the original node equilibrium constraints.
We have simply summed up over time. Again we will not be using sA and sD in practice.

We have to make sure that the vehicle passes the depot. This can be achieved by
enforcing

sDDkk
≥ 1 for all k and sADkk

≥ 1 for all k (23d)

which in practice will be done with the help of (23a) and (23b). The constraints above
describe a circulation.
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The depot constraints can also be written with the help of the flow-variables.
∑

l∈EL
Dk

fF
lk +

∑

l∈SL
Dk

∩LU

fB
lk ≥ 1 for all k (24a)

∑

l∈SL
Dk

fF
lk +

∑

l∈EL
Dk

∩LU

fB
lk ≥ 1 for all k (24b)

5.2.3 Start one thing at a time

Each vehicle may start at most one thing at any time.

yTkt + yFL
kt + yBL

kt ≤ 1 for all k, t (25)

5.2.4 Precedences

A slightly simplified version of the precedence constraints is possible by using the w-
variables.

∑

j′∈Gg

t
∑

t′=1

wT
j′t′ ≥

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

wT
jt′ for all g ∈ PGT

j , all j and all t (26a)

∑

j′∈Gg

t
∑

t′=1

wT
j′t′ ≥

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

(wFL
lt′ + wBL

lt′ ) for all g ∈ PGL
l , all l ∈ LU , t (26b)

∑

j′∈Gg

t
∑

t′=1

wT
j′t′ ≥

t+dT,min
∑

t′=1

wFL
lt′ for all g ∈ PGL

l , all l ∈ L \ LU , t (26c)

5.2.5 Blocking

The blocking constraints (6a) can be modified as follows.

t+dBTT
jj′k

−1
∑

t′=t

wT
j′t′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j, k, t, j′ ∈ BTT

j

Linearizing the nonlinear expressions 14 yields

xTjkt ≥ zTjk + wT
jt − 1 for all j, k, t

Inserting this inequality in the first set of blocking constraints, we find the following.
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t+dBTT
jkj′

−1
∑

t′=t

wT
j′t′ + zTjk +wT

jt− 1 ≤

t+dBTT
jkj′

−1
∑

t′=t

wT
j′t′ + xTjkt ≤ 1 for all j, k, t, j′ ∈ BTT

j

This means that we can write the blocking constraints as follows.

t+dBTT
jj′k

−1
∑

t′=t

wT
j′t′ + zTjk + wT

jt ≤ 2 for all j, k, t, j′ ∈ BTT
j (27a)

Similarly we get

t+dBTL
jl′k

−1
∑

t′=t

(wFL
l′t′ + wBL

l′t′ ) + zTjk + wT
jt ≤ 2 for all j, k, t, l′ ∈ BTL

j ∩ LU (27b)

t+dBTL
jl′k

−1
∑

t′=t

wFL
l′t′ + zTjk + wT

jt ≤ 2 for all j, k, t, l′ ∈ BTL
j \ LU (27c)

These forms are identical for integer values of the variables, but weaker for the LP-
relaxation.

Let us now do the same for the vehicle blocking constraints.

Vehicle blocked by doing task j:
∑

j′ 6=j

zTj′k +
∑

j′ 6=j

wT
j′t′ +

∑

l′

zFL
l′k +

∑

l′∈LU

zBL
l′k +

∑

l′

wFL
lt′ +

∑

l′∈LU

wBL
lt′ + zTjk +wT

jt ≤ 4

for all j, k, t, t′ = t, . . . , t+ dTjk − 1 (28a)

Vehicle blocked by transport on link l:
∑

j′

zTj′k +
∑

j′

wT
j′t′ +

∑

l′ 6=l

zFL
l′k +

∑

l′∈LU ,l′ 6=l

zBL
l′k +

∑

l′ 6=l

wFL
l′t′ +

∑

l′∈LU ,l′ 6=l

wBL
l′t′ +

zFL
lk + zBL

lk +wFL
lt +wBL

lt ≤ 4 for all l ∈ LU , k, t, t′ = t, . . . , t+dLlk −1 (28b)

∑

j′

zTj′k +
∑

j′

wT
j′t′ +

∑

l′ 6=l

zFL
l′k +

∑

l′∈LU ,l′ 6=l

zBL
l′k +

∑

l′ 6=l

wFL
l′t′ +

∑

l′∈LU ,l′ 6=l

wBL
l′t′ +

zFL
lk + wFL

lt + ≤ 4 for all l 6∈ LU , k, t, t′ = t, . . . , t+ dLlk − 1 (28c)

Again we expect the LP-relaxation to be weaker. We may note that the number of
constraints are the same as for the original versions.

5.2.6 Switching

Simplification of the switching constraints require the same type of estimations as in
the previous section. Here we use xTjkt ≥ zTjk +wT

jt − 1 and get
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t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

(zTj′k + wT
j′t′ − 1) + (zTjk + wT

jt − 1) ≤ 1

for all j ∈ TL2
l , l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2

l′ , l′ ∈ WLFF
l

This can be simplified to

t+dT
jk

+dSLL
ll′k

−1
∑

t′=t

wT
j′t′ + (dTjk + dSLLll′k )zTj′k + zTjk + wT

jt ≤ 2 + dTjk + dSLLll′k

for all j ∈ TL2
l , l, k, t, j′ ∈ TL2

l′ , l′ ∈ WLFF
l (29a)

The other switching constraints can be similarly modified. (We omit the details.)

5.2.7 Finishing times

The constraints defining the finishing times can be expressed with the additional vari-
ables as follows.

vTj ≥
∑

t

(t+ d
T,min
j )wT

jt for all j (30a)

vRk ≥ (t+ d
V T,min
k )yTkt for all k, t (30b)

vRk ≥ (t+ d
V,min
k )(yFL

kt + yBL
kt ) for all k, t (30c)

and an approximate measure of final link time

vLl ≥ (t+ d
L,min
l )(wFL

lt + wBL
lt ) for all l, t (30d)

We can also use the variables vV T
k , vV L

k and vVW
k , with their definitions (16), and/or

the variables vLTk and vLLk , with their definitions (17).

5.2.8 Domain

Let us finally define the domain for the additional variables.

zTjk ∈ {0, 1} for all j, k (31a)

zFL
lk ∈ {0, 1} for all l, k (31b)

zBL
lk ∈ {0, 1} for all l ∈ LU , k (31c)

wT
jt ∈ {0, 1} for all j, t (31d)

wFL
jt ∈ {0, 1} for all l, t (31e)

wBL
jt ∈ {0, 1} for all l ∈ LU , t (31f)
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yTkt, y
FL
kt , yBL

kt ∈ {0, 1} for all k, t (31g)

σl1l2k ∈ {0, 1} for all l1 and l2 (that are adjacent) and all k. (31h)

fF
lk ∈ {0, 1} for all l and all k. (31i)

fB
lk ∈ {0, 1} for all l ∈ LU and all k. (31j)

5.3 Alternate model summary

Let us now sum up the additional definitions. The main variables are aggregated ver-
sions of the original, zTjk = 1 if vehicle k does task j, zFL

lk and zBL
lk for transportation of

vehicle k on link l, wT
jt = 1 if task j is started at time t, wFL

lt and wBL
lt for transportation

on link l at time t, yTkt = 1 if vehicle k starts a task at time t, and yFL
kt = 1 if vehicle k

starts a transportation on a link at time t.

We also have some variables for calculating times from the variables above. For vehicle
k we have vV T

k , the time it is used for doing tasks, vV L
k , the time it is used for trans-

portation, vVW
k , the waiting time for it, and these time can be calculated by constraints

16. For link l we have vLTlk , the time it is used for doing tasks, and vLLlk , the time it is
used for transportation, and these values can be calculated with constraints 17.

Furthermore we have some sequence variables, σl1l2k = 1 if vehicle k traverses link l2
immediately after link l1, and some help variables for this, fF

lk = 1 if vehicle k uses
link l forwards, fB

lk = 1 if vehicle k uses link l backwards, and their values are given by
constraints (18). Constraints (19) and (29) couple the σ-variable to the f -variables and
constraints (21) allow another calculation of the switching times.

Our goal is to replace the original variables x by z, y and/or w, so we will try to express
the original constraints in the new variables.

For the demand, constraints (22) can replace (1).

The node equilibrium constraints can be expressed in the z-variables, (23), but that is an
aggregated version of (2). On the other hand, the number of constraints is significantly
decreased. By constraints (24) we may use the f -variables to ensure that the depot is
included, instead of (3).

Constraints (4) can be replaced by (25).

The precedence constraints (5) may be replaced by (26), and the blocking constraints
(6) and (7) can be rewritten as (27) and (28), while the switching constraints (8) can be
rewritten as (29). However, these reformulations are likely to weaken the constraints,
and unfortunately the number of constraints is not decreased.

The finishing times may also be expressed with the new variables, (30).

As the number of constraints is an obstacle no less important than the number of
variables, we will first consider removing the blocking and switching constraints. We
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will also try to replace the x-variables.

If x is not present, we need (15) specifying the connections between z, y and w.

One might note the y- and w-variables have time as one dimension, while z has not.
Therefore we would prefer only z for problems with many time periods.

The time variables vV T
k , vV L

k and vVW
k , with their definitions (16), and/or the variables

vLTkl and vLLkl , with their definitions (17), may help strengthen the estimations of the
time needed.

5.4 Model sizes

Let us now compare the numbers of variables and constraints between Model A and the
alternatives.

For an example with 100 nodes, 130 links, 400 tasks, 385 groups, 5 vehicles, and TMAX =
1440, we have 2000 zT -variables, 1300 zL-variables, 576,000 wT -variables, 374,400 wL-
variables, 21,600 yT and yL-variables, 3900 σ-variables and 1300 f -variables. We find
that the total number of binary variables has decreased from 5,472,000 to 980,500.
Omitting the w-variables, the difference is even larger. The number of z-variables is
only 3300, so if we could manage without any time-indexed variables, that would save
a lot.

The difference in number of constraints is not that big. It is beneficial to replace (2)
by (19), which yields a significant decrease in the number of constraints. However,
replacing constraints (5) by (26) (precedences), (6) by (27) (blocking), (7) by (28)
(vehicle blocking), and (8) by (29) (switching) does not yield any decrease in number
of constraints (only a probable weakening of them), and these constraints make up the
overwhelming majority of the total number of constraints.

We draw the following conclusions: The detailed model may be used to solve the problem
exactly for a very small part of the city, a few blocks perhaps. For such a problem, TMAX

can be decreased, since that area should be cleared in a shorter time. For such small
areas, blocking and switching may be of relatively large importance.

Then one approach is to combine the detailed solutions for the smaller parts into a
solution for a larger area. Another usage for the detailed, time-indexed model is to
serve as a base for heuristics, where feasible solutions are constructed. This will be
described in the forthcoming paper Holmberg (2014a).

On the other hand, considering a larger area, details such as blocking will not matter as
much. For larger areas, we will only try to find approximate solutions, and especially
lower bounds on the optimal objective function value. These bounds will later be used
for comparison to upper bounds obtained by heuristics.

If obtaining a lower bound is our primary goal, we are interested in the question about
which constraints can be removed without affecting the objective function value very
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much. We will make computational tests in order to try to answer this question.

6 Lower bounds

The model A is very hard to solve exactly. We will in forthcoming papers describe
several heuristics for finding feasible solutions, and thus get upper bounds on the optimal
objective function value. In such a situation, it can be quite useful to obtain lower
bounds on the optimal objective function value. Such a lower bound can be obtained
by solving various relaxations of the problem.

A possible use for a relaxation is to construct a branch-and-bound method around it.
By branching, the lower bound will get closer to the upper bound, and finally indicate
optimality.

Another possible use for a solvable relaxation is that one may attach heuristics that
construct feasible solutions from the solutions of the relaxation. Such a procedure may
yield better solutions than simply applying a stand-alone heuristic, if one can exploit
the qualities of the relaxed solution.

Let us for these reasons look at the possibilities for finding lower bounds on the opti-
mal objective function value of Model A. We assume that the objective function is to
minimize the final end time.

6.1 Direct calculation

The first procedure to get a lower bound is to directly find the best possible way to
do the tasks. For each group, we search over tasks and vehicles, in order to find the
shortest time to do the group. These times are then summed over the groups. Finally
that time is divided by the number vehicles. We get the following.

low0 =

⌈

1

q

(

∑

g

min
k∈KT

j ,j∈Gg

dTjk

)⌉

=

⌈

1

q

(

∑

g

min
j∈Gg

d
T,min
j

)⌉

For smaller problems, one could also find the longest of the minimal times for doing
one task. Obviously the total time can not be lower than this. These lower bounds are
reported in section 8, and the time for calculating them is negligible.

low1 = max(low0,max
g

min
k∈KT

j ,j∈Gg

dTjk) = max(low0,max
g

min
j∈Gg

d
T,min
j )

6.2 Relaxations and simplifications of the model

One possible relaxation is to solve the LP-relaxation of the whole problem. Obviously
this is quicker than solving the MIP-problem, but the number of constraints may still
prohibit solution of large problems (in a limited time).
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Model x z y w σ (5) (6) (7) (8) vV T vV L vLT vLL

Model 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Model 11 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Model 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Model 13 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Model 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Model 15 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Model 16 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Model 17 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Model 18 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Model 19 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Table 1: Models tried.

Assuming that all switching times are zero is a relaxation, which is the same as ignoring
all switching constraints. Ignoring blocking is also a relaxation. Ignoring the precedence
requirements is a further relaxation. This way we may remove numerous constraints
from the model.

Another possible relaxation that may give stronger lower bounds than simply ignoring
constraints is Lagrangian relaxation. This will be discussed more in a forthcoming
paper, Holmberg (2014b). Another idea that will be pursued later is “pseudo constraint
generation”, which in this case means ignoring the large sets of constraints, checking
the obtained solution for feasibility in the ignored constraints, and adding one violated
constraint at a time and resolve the model.

We have implemented the models summarized in table 1. The columns stand for inclu-
sion of certain variables or constraints. One may in principle replace (5) by (26), (6) by
(27), (7) by (28), and (8) by (28), but preliminary computational tests reveal that this
is not a good idea, since it means decreasing the number of variables but keeping the
much higher number of constraints. Constraints using certain variables are included if
and only if those variables are included, unless something else is stated. (For example,
vV R is used if and only if σ is used and vVW is used if and only if x is used.) The timing
variables vT , vR and vL are included in all models. The models can be described as
follows.

Model 10: The original Model A with all variables and constraints from section 4.

Model 11: Model A without the precedence and blocking constraints 5, 6 and 7.

Model 12: Model A without the precedence, blocking and switching constraints 5, 6,
7 and 8.

Model 13: The first attempt to replace x by z, y and w.

Model 14: Using only z, not x nor y or w. Improved time estimation compared to
model 13.

Model 15: Model 14 plus the σ- and f -variables, attempting to strengthen the esti-
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mation of switching times.

Model 16: Model 15 plus the w-variables.

Model 17: Model 16 plus the y-variables.

Model 18: Model 17 except the σ-variables.

Model 19: Model 14 plus better vehicle time estimation.

Detailed sizes of the models can be found in the tables of computational results. For
each model, we try to solve both its LP-relaxation and its MIP-version.

We will first study small problems in order to find the relative strength of the obtained
lower bounds, and then apply the best models to larger problems.

7 Illustrative examples

Let us now give the details of the solutions to the two smallest examples, ex01a and
ex01b, for purposes of illustrating the problem. We also give a graphic representation
of the plans for the vehicles.

In the example ex01a we have p = 4, g = 3, q = 2, m = 2, n = 1 and TMAX = 30, i.e.
4 tasks in 3 groups, 2 vehicles, 2 nodes, one link and are sure that all the tasks will be
done well within 30 time periods. Tasks 1 and 2 belong to group 1 and is the clearing
of the link, which can be done in any direction, and takes 8 units of time. Task 3 and
4 are the clearings of the two nodes, and take 2 and 4 units of time, and they must be
preceded by group 1. Traveling on the link takes 7 units of time. All vehicles can do all
tasks (and use the link).

Using the link in the same direction causes one unit if blocking time, and using the link
in opposite direction in direct succession causes one unit of switching time.

For this instance, model A (with the x- and I-variables and all constraints) has 492
variables and 2352 constraints.

The MIP-problem has optimal objective function value 20 (obtained in 1.8 s and 175
branch-and-bound nodes), while the LP-relaxation has objective function value 12.

The solution is pictured in figure 1, where one row for each vehicle is given, with the
labels Tj when doing task j, FLl when transporting itself forwards on link l, BLl when
transporting itself backwards on link l and W when waiting at a node. Furthermore, B
denotes blocked time and S switching time.

Vehicle 1 uses link 1 forwards, at time 1 to 8, does task 4, at time 8 to 12, and uses link
1 backwards, at time 12 to 19. It is finished at time 19.

Vehicle 2 is blocked until time 2, and then does task 1, at time 2 to 10, then needs one
unit of switching time before it starts back on link 1, at time 11 to 18. Finally it does
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task 3, at time 18 to 20. It is finished at time 20, which also is the total time needed.

T4 BL1

10 15 201 5

FL1

T3BL1T1B S

WV1:

V2:

Figure 1: Solution for example ex01a.

As for the directly calculated lower bound, we see that the total task time is 14, which
divided by 2 gives low0 = 8. (There is a task taking 8 time units, so low1 is also 8.)

Example ex01b is similar to ex01a, but tasks 1 and 2 both have to be done (i.e. are in
different groups). We have three vehicles, but the third vehicle cannot do tasks 1 and
2. Vehicles 1 and 2 need 7 units of time to do task 1 or 2.

The solution is pictured in figure 2. Here we see that vehicle 2 does almost everything,
namely tasks 1, 4 and 2 in direct succession (yielding no switching time), and is ready
at time 19. Vehicle 1 only does task 3, and this is done rather late. Since our objective
function is only to minimize the final end time, is does not matter when it is done,
as long as it does not affect the total time. Furthermore, vehicle 3 does nothing at
all. Again, the objective function does not contain anything else than minimizing the
final time, and apart from that, there is nothing that tries to make the division among
vehicles balanced. (Here one might see incentives to include parts in the objective
function to help minimize each final task time and each final vehicle time.)

10 15 201 5

T1 T4 T2

T3W WV1:

V2:

Figure 2: Solution for example ex01b.

Here the total task time is 20, but we have three vehicles, and the longest task takes 7,
so we get low1 = 7. (That one vehicle is practically useless is not taken into account.)
The LP-relaxation, however, has objective function value 15, which is a better lower
bound.

8 Computational tests and evaluation

We have carried out computational tests with the main goal of obtaining good lower
bounds on rather small instances. Below we will describe the test problems used, and
then the results of the tests.
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8.1 Test problems

The models have been solved with several different types of problem instances. The
first set contain small artificial test problems, which can be used as examples for the
case when optimization is carried out (more exactly) on smaller parts of the network,
after which the results for the small parts are assembled into a solution for the whole
network. The networks have from 2 to 18 nodes and from 1 to 26 links. From the basic
instances, we have created a number of variations, with unchanged networks, but with
different link types, vehicles types, and different numbers of vehicles. The sizes of the
problems, together with low1, can be found in table 3. Some of the networks are shown
in figures 3, 4, and 5.

The other sets of test instances are based on OpenStreetMap data, obtained from the
Internet. (Details of the extraction process can be found in Holmberg (2014c).) The net-
works come from smaller cities around Linköping, and also different parts of Linköping.

There are different versions of the problems, depending on how information was ex-
tracted from the original OpenStreetMap data. Nodes with degree two were eliminated
in the network (since these nodes are usually not crossings, but only put there to show
the curvature of the street, which is uninteresting in this application). The nodes with
degree two were eliminated by simply adding the two adjacent links into one and sum-
ming up the distances. Therefore the curvature of the link is not visible, but the distance
is correct.

The naming convention is as follows. First comes the name of the city. After this follows
“-cars”, which means that only streets allowing car traffic have been included, or “-all”,
which means that also pedestrian and bicycle paths are included. Finally “-all-c” means
that some nodes that lie outside the city center have been removed.

In table 2, the sizes of the identifiable cities are given, in the form of the number of
nodes, links and inhabitants. Tables 4, 5 and 6 give the sizes, i.e. the number of nodes
and links, as well as the number of tasks, groups and vehicles, and also low1 for these
instances.

A few of the city networks are shown in figures 6 (Åtvidaberg and Linköping University)
and 7 (Mjölby and Vadstena).

Several of the real life instances have quite large TMAX (since we have no good informa-
tion about better values), so models using TMAX as dimension (for number of variables
or constraints) are at a great disadvantage. Models 14, 15 and 19 do not have this
disadvantage. (TMAX = 300, 000 was used, sine we wish to avoid infeasible instances.)
An alternative would be to use a heuristic to get a feasible solution and then use the
obtained final end time as TMAX . In the forthcoming paper Holmberg (2014a), such
heuristics will be described.
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Name nodes links inhab
atvid 224 303 6859
borensberg 212 263 2886
brokind 186 212 502
ekangen 157 195 2037
kisa 364 433 3687
linghem 912 1233 518
ljungsbro 835 1070 6620
malmslatt 548 698 5214
mjolby 426 542 12245
skeninge 165 209 3140
soderkoping 682 935 6992
sturefors 212 252 2229
vadstena 601 808 5613
vikingstad 190 237 2096

Name nodes links inhab
askeby 77 97 518
bankekind 34 39 405
boxholm 218 267 3194
finspong 422 523 12440
grebo 57 59 970
mantorp 198 244 3671
norsholm 79 94 615
rimforsa 237 274 2238
tranas 644 817 14197

Table 2: Sizes and number of inhabitants of cities
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Figure 3: Networks ex03 and ex04
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Figure 4: Networks ex05 and ex06
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Figure 5: Networks ex08 and ex09
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Figure 7: Networks mjolby-all-c and vadstena-all-c
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Problem |N | |L| |T | |G| |Q| TMAX low1

ex01a 2 1 4 3 2 30 8
ex01b 2 1 4 4 3 30 7
ex01c 2 1 6 5 3 30 9
ex02a 3 2 7 5 3 50 8
ex02b 3 2 7 7 3 50 12
ex02c 3 2 9 7 3 50 12
ex05a 5 5 15 10 2 40 21
ex05b 5 5 15 15 2 40 35
ex05c 5 5 25 20 3 40 33
ex03a 5 5 15 10 2 200 23
ex03b 5 5 15 12 3 200 20
ex03c 5 5 15 13 3 200 22
ex03d 5 5 15 13 4 200 16
ex03e 5 5 21 17 4 200 22
ex04a 8 9 26 17 2 300 37
ex04b 8 9 26 22 3 300 36
ex04c 8 9 26 26 4 300 31
ex06a 9 11 31 20 2 70 43
ex06b 9 11 31 25 3 70 38
ex06c 9 11 49 40 4 70 51
ex08a 9 15 39 24 2 300 50
ex08b 9 15 39 34 3 300 50
ex08c 9 15 39 34 4 300 37
ex09a 18 26 70 44 2 400 85
ex09b 18 26 70 70 3 400 98
ex09c 18 26 70 70 4 400 74

Table 3: Problem sizes and simple lower bounds, first problem set.
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Problem |N | |L| |T | |G| |Q| low1

atvid-all-c 224 300 1464 1134 5 564
atvid-all 227 303 1481 1147 5 579
atvid-cars 219 290 1441 1120 5 565
borensberg-all-c 202 253 1140 905 5 439
borensberg-all 212 263 1198 949 5 471
borensberg-cars 193 236 1113 889 5 441
brokind-all-c 179 205 923 735 5 395
brokind-all 186 212 962 765 5 419
brokind-cars 170 188 898 722 5 395
ekangen-all-c 148 185 802 631 5 336
ekangen-all 157 195 847 666 5 357
ekangen-cars 131 150 705 568 5 305
kisa-all-c 356 425 1878 1459 5 707
kisa-all 364 433 1922 1493 5 749
kisa-cars 288 336 1620 1290 5 648
linghem-cars 445 503 2027 1739 5 915
link-mid-cars 331 404 1741 1440 5 698
liu-all 296 410 1354 1062 5 597
liu-cars 137 175 643 565 5 321
malmslatt-cars 384 431 1914 1557 5 837
mjolby-all-c 417 533 2435 1916 5 865
mjolby-all 426 542 2472 1945 5 890
mjolby-cars 395 499 2333 1848 5 846
ryd-cars 488 535 2050 1776 5 913
skeninge-all-c 152 194 942 735 5 332
skeninge-all 165 209 1021 796 5 376
skeninge-cars 160 203 1004 785 5 371
soderkoping-cars 434 507 2220 1817 5 1018
studryd-all-c 387 526 1605 1178 5 643
studryd-all 397 536 1645 1208 5 663
studryd-cars 79 80 313 276 5 156
sturefors-all-c 204 243 1028 813 5 446
sturefors-all 212 252 1068 844 5 471
sturefors-cars 174 190 882 718 5 405
vadstena-cars 423 513 2185 1792 5 1030
valla-cars 264 317 1280 1083 5 556
vikingstad-all-c 180 226 1058 838 5 451
vikingstad-all 190 237 1108 878 5 476
vikingstad-cars 180 223 1058 842 5 456

Table 4: Problem sizes and simple lower bound, city set 1.
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Problem |N | |L| |T | |G| |Q| low1

linghem-all-c 902 1223 4072 3125 5 1637
linghem-all 912 1233 4120 3164 5 1663
link-mid-all-c 863 1268 4207 3063 5 1541
link-mid-all 882 1287 4286 3123 5 1579
ljungsb1a-all 749 940 3863 2996 5 1573
ljungsb1a-cars 517 587 2729 2210 5 1168
ljungsbro-all-c 828 1063 4382 3397 5 1775
ljungsbro-all 835 1070 4415 3423 5 1808
ljungsbro-cars 620 714 3332 2690 5 1442
malmslatt-all 548 698 2708 2091 5 1104
soderkoping-all-c 671 924 3495 2696 5 1448
soderkoping-all 682 935 3540 2732 5 1491
vadstena-all-c 581 785 3019 2356 5 1314
vadstena-all 601 808 3089 2410 5 1356
valla-all 536 729 2444 1869 5 980

Table 5: Problem sizes and simple lower bound, city set 2.

Problem |N | |L| |T | |G| |Q| low1

askeby-all 77 97 417 321 5 164
askeby-all-c 74 94 404 311 5 156
askeby-cars 55 59 289 231 5 119
bankekind-all 34 39 188 150 5 74
bankekind-all-c 30 35 168 134 5 61
bankekind-cars 34 39 188 150 5 74
boxholm-all 218 267 1254 982 5 544
boxholm-all-c 212 261 1220 956 5 516
boxholm-cars 195 239 1163 918 5 511
finspong-all 422 523 2392 1873 5 952
finspong-all-c 400 500 2278 1783 5 892
finspong-cars 371 445 2149 1705 5 862
grebo-all 57 59 293 234 5 135
grebo-all-c 54 56 278 222 5 126
grebo-cars 57 59 293 234 5 135
mantorp-all 198 244 1106 870 5 478
mantorp-all-c 192 237 1076 847 5 453
mantorp-cars 172 204 972 775 5 426
norsholm-all 79 94 435 343 5 174
norsholm-all-c 70 85 398 315 5 153
norsholm-cars 68 82 392 312 5 156
rimforsa-all 237 274 1223 965 5 509
rimforsa-all-c 233 270 1199 947 5 499
rimforsa-cars 201 229 1095 877 5 459
tranas-all 644 817 3678 2897 5 1567
tranas-all-c 634 807 3628 2857 5 1524
tranas-cars 568 713 3362 2678 5 1447

Table 6: Problem sizes and simple lower bound, city set 3.
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8.2 Implementational details

The tests were run on an Acer Aspire X3 X3995 3.4GHz, running Linux, Fedora Core
17. The machine has four CPUs, but only one was used in the test runs.

The tests with solving LP and MIP problems used the solver “glpsol” from GLPK.
Clearly there are faster codes for solving MIP-problems, such as CPLEX or Gurobi, so
the CPU-times in the tests are not the most important result. However, we believe that
the relations between times will hold for other codes, and this is our main comparison.
Furthermore, a problem that was impossible to solve with GLPK will probably also be
difficult for a faster code. The usage of GLPK was mostly motivated by the access to
the source code, which enabled specific output of the solution statistics.

We have use a maximal solution time of 60 seconds on all tests, so one can say that we
look for the best possible lower bound that can be obtained in 60 seconds.

We have solved the LP-relaxations of the problems, and the MIP-versions. If an LP-
problem fails to find the optimum after 60 seconds, the objective function value zero
is reported. Since no problem has optimal objective function value zero, all zeroes in
these columns indicate failure to solve the problem.

For a MIP-code, there are several possibilities. The first is when the integer optimum
is obtained. Then this value is reported. For most models, it is a lower bound on
the true optimal value, since the model is a relaxation. The second possibility is that
the branch-and-bound tree is not completely searched when the time runs out. Then
usually an upper bound (feasible integer solution) is reported together with a lower
bound, that may or may not be better then the original LP-relaxation, depending on
what branches have been cut. In this case, we ignore the upper bound, and count the
lower bound as our result (since we are looking for lower bounds). Therefore it is not
crucial if no upper bound (feasible integer solution) is obtained within the allotted time
(although it usually means that no branches were cut).

In the worst case, the time was not enough for the LP-relaxation to be solved. Then we
have no lower bound at all, and note a failure, indicated by the value zero or a dash.

We did some preliminary tests about switches to glpsol, see table 7, and found that the
switch “–pcost” sometimes give improvements. Therefore we ran our tests both with
the default settings and with the switch “–pcost”. Afterwards, it turned out that that
switch often has no effect, and quite often made it worse. In the tables we report the
results with standard settings, and, only when there was an interesting difference, with
“–pcost”.

8.3 Computational results

We have solved the different models with the MIP-code glpsol and recorded the solu-
tion times, the objective function values and the sizes of the problems. The tables in
Appendix A give the details of the results. In most cases failures have been removed
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Option Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&B-nodes MIP-obj Time
- ex03e 3890 1809 19551 4451 37 14.4
pcost ex03e 3890 1809 6980 1723 37 4.5
dfs ex03e 3890 1809 19394 4455 37 14.5
gomory ex03e 3890 1809 12563 695 37 5.9
mir ex03e 3890 1809 19551 4451 37 16.6
cover ex03e 3890 1809 19551 4451 37 14.5
clique ex03e 3890 1809 19551 4451 37 14.6
cuts ex03e 3890 1809 12549 695 37 6.3
pcost+gomory ex03e 3890 1809 12126 837 37 6.5

Table 7: Test of MIP options for glpsol for ex03e.

from the tables.

The goal is simply to obtain the best possible lower bound in the shortest possible time.

One idea for future research is to use some kind of constraint generation. Therefore we
did tests to see the practical effect of the most numerous constraints. Tables 16, 17 and
18 report the results of solving the LP-relaxations of models 10, 11 and 12. (There were
several failures to find any value within 60 seconds, especially for model 10.) In table 8
we compare the LP-results of the models 10, 11 and 12.

We find that only very small instances are solvable when including all constraints, and
that the effect on the objective function value by removing the constraints 5, 6, 7 and
8 was not so dramatic; for most problems there was no difference at all. Unfortunately
we only have results for the smallest problems, but one may expext the effect of the
constraints to be most important for small problems.

In tables 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25, the LP-relaxations of models 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18 and 19 are reported. In table 9 we compare the LP-solutions of all the models
without the x-variables (except model 13, which was found to be clearly inferior). We
also give low1. It is interesting to see that low1 is quite good for most problems, but
worse for a few. Otherwise the bounds are very similar.

Simply counting how many times a model gives a bound that is best (regardless of
whether it is unique or not), gives the following result. The directly calculated low1

was best for 4 instances, model 14 for 5 instances, model 15 for 24 instances, model 16
for 23 instances, model 17 for 24 instances, model 18 for 5 instances and model 19 for
5 instances. Based on this, one could say that models 15, 16 and 17 are the best.

Table 9 doesn’t show the times, but we note that all instances were solved well within
the time limit of 60 seconds. Some methods needed a bit more time then the others,
and we especially note that 15, 16 and 17 take more time than 14 and 19. (This will be
more important in later tests.)

Compared to table 8, some bounds are significantly higher in table 9, which may seem
surprising, since models 10, 11 and 12 supposedly are more complete. However, one must
not forget that we are now looking at the LP-relaxation, and these results indicate that
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Problem Mod 10 Mod 11 Mod 12
ex01a 12.0 12.0 12.0
ex01b 15.0 15.0 15.0
ex01c 15.0 15.0 15.0
ex02a 11.1 11.0 11.0
ex02b 15.0 15.0 15.0
ex02c 15.0 15.0 15.0
ex05a 15.4 13.0 13.0
ex05b 26.5 26.3 26.3
ex05c 24.3 20.3 20.3
ex03a 18.1 16.0 16.0
ex03b - 21.9 21.8
ex03c - 17.9 17.9
ex03d - 17.9 17.9
ex03e - 21.2 21.3
ex04a - 31.0 31.0
ex04b - 31.6 31.6
ex04c - - 35.1
ex06a - 18.3 18.3
ex06b - 25.5 25.5
ex06c - 31.7 31.7
ex08a - - 18.5
ex08b - - 36.0

Table 8: Comparison of objective function values of LP-solutions to models 10, 11 and
12.
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Problem low1 Mod 14 Mod 15 Mod 16 Mod 17 Mod 18 Mod 19
ex01a 8 10.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 10.5 10.5
ex01b 7 11.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 11.3 11.3
ex01c 9 11.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 11.3 11.3
ex02a 8 11.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 11.7 11.7
ex02b 12 14.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.0 14.0
ex02c 12 12.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 12.0 12.0
ex05a 21 20.5 20.8 20.8 20.8 20.5 20.5
ex05b 35 35.0 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.0 35.0
ex05c 33 33.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.0 33.0
ex03a 23 23.0 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.0 23.0
ex03b 20 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0
ex03c 22 21.3 21.7 21.7 21.7 21.3 21.3
ex03d 16 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0 19.0
ex03e 22 33.5 34.0 34.0 34.0 33.5 33.5
ex04a 37 37.0 37.3 37.2 37.3 37.0 37.0
ex04b 36 35.7 36.0 36.0 36.0 35.7 35.7
ex04c 31 35.3 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.3 35.3
ex06a 43 43.0 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.0 43.0
ex06b 38 37.7 38.2 38.2 38.2 37.7 37.7
ex06c 51 60.3 61.0 61.0 61.0 60.3 60.3
ex08a 50 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
ex08b 50 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0
ex08c 37 37.2 37.2 37.2 37.2 37.2 37.2
ex09a 85 85.0 85.2 85.2 85.2 85.0 85.0
ex09b 98 98.0 98.3 98.3 98.3 98.0 98.0
ex09c 74 86.0 86.3 86.3 86.3 86.0 86.0

Table 9: Comparison of objective function values of LP-solutions to models 14 - 19.

models 10, 11 and 12 have larger integrality gaps than the others, i.e. that the difference
between the LP- and the MIP-values are larger. So it seems that more compact models
like 14 - 19 may have certain advantages.

Tables 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 contain the results of the MIP-solutions
of the models. Results with “-p” (meaning that the switch “–pcost” was used) are only
included when they were better. For models 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14, this almost never
happened. For models 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19, some problems were solved better with
this switch.

In tables 10 and 11, these results are summarized. As mentioned previously, we only
use lower bounds, which are equal to the optimal values if optimality was proved. It
the time limit did not allow the branch-and-bound procedure to finish, we use the best
lower bounds reported. In the tables 10 and 11, proved optimal values are given as
integers, while lower bounds are given with a decimal. Sometimes the lower bounds
are those given by the first LP-relaxation, but sometimes they have been improved by
cutting of branches in the branch-and-bound tree.
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Again time is not explicitely present in the tables, but indicated implicitely by the
number of instances for which optimality was not verified and also by the complete
failues to give any bound (shown as -).

In the table 10, the best of the results of with and without the switch “–pcost” are used,
while in the table 11, the standard settings of glpsol are used.

Counting how many times a model gives a bound that is best gives the following result
for table 10. Model 10 is best for 4 instances, model 11 for 7 instances, model 12 for 7
instances, model 14 for 8 instances, model 15 for 13 instances, model 16 for 11 instances,
model 17 for 5 instances, model 18 for 1 instance and model 19 for 5 instances. Models
10, 11 and 12 are best for the very smallest instances, but model 15, followed by model
16, seems to give the best bounds in general. Models 15 and 16 managed to verify
optimality for 17 and 15 instances (out of 26), but model 14 and 19 verify optimality
for 23 and 22 instances. We conclude that models 15 and 16 are stronger, but a little
harder to solve.

Doing the same for table 11 yields the following. Model 10 is best for 4 instances, model
11 for 7 instances, model 12 for 7 instances, model 14 for 12 instances, model 15 for 9
instances, model 16 for 9 instances, model 17 for 6 instances, model 18 for 2 instances
and model 19 for 4 instances. Now model 14 emerges as a winner, mainly because it
had time to prove optimality for many instances (namely for 22 of 26 instances). The
stronger models 15, 16 and 17 are more time-consuming.

An interesting question for the more difficult problems where optimality was not verified,
is if the lower bound from the LP-relaxation was improved by applying branch-and-
bound. For the compact model 14, where a relatively large number of branches were
cut, this was the case (for example for ex09a from 85.0 to 92.0), while for the somewhat
larger model 15, the improvements were quite small (for example for ex09a from 85.2
to 86.0).

The sequence variables σ are present in models 15, 16 and 17, and it is clear that this
improves the LP-solutions. Also the integer optima are often a little better than for
models 14 and 19, when they are obtained (and verified). In some cases, however, the
smaller models 14 and 19 can verify optimality in the allowed time, while models 15,
16 and 17 cannot, which makes the former yield better bounds.

In tabel 12, we do a detailed comparison for one problem, namely ex03a. First we give
low1, and then the LP-solutions for all models, followed by the MIP-solutions (except
for model 10). When the switch “–pcost” gave an effect, the result is included with label
“-p”.

We find that the best lower bounds from the LP-relaxation was obtained by models 15,
16 and 17, while 14, 18 and 1 are also rather good. The bound low1 is also comparable
to the best LP-bounds. For the MIP-problems, models 14, 15, 18 and 19 were solved
to optimality, and model 19 if using “–pcost”. Models 14, 18 and 19 gave lower bound
28, while 15 and 16 gave 30. Model 17, and 16 without “–pcost”, did not finish the
branch-and-bound tree, but reported rather good lower bounds, 29 and 27. For this
problem, the best lower bound is obtained by solving the MIP-problem for model 15,
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Problem M10 M11 M12 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19
ex01a 20 19 19 15 16 16 16 15 15
ex01b 19 19 19 14 15 15 15 14 14
ex01c 19 19 19 14 15 15 15 14 14
ex02a 18 18 18 15 16 16 16 15 15
ex02b 16.0 18 17 14 15 15 15 14 14
ex02c 15.0 18 18 17 18 18 18 17 17
ex05a 16.0 27.0 27.0 24 24 24 24 24 24
ex05b 27.0 37.0 37 36 36 36 36 36 36
ex05c 25.0 35.0 34.0 36 36 36 34.0 35.0 35.0
ex03a - 16.0 16.0 28 30 30 27.0 28 28
ex03b - 22.0 22.0 26 26 26 24.0 25.0 26
ex03c - 18.0 19.0 25 26 26 26 25 25
ex03d - 18.0 18.0 19 20 20 19.0 19 19
ex03e - - 22.0 34 34.0 35 34.0 34 34
ex04a - - 31.0 45 46 39.0 44.0 37.0 45
ex04b - - 32.0 38 39 39 36.0 36.0 38
ex04c - - 36.0 36 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36
ex06a - - 19.0 53 54 44.0 44.0 45.0 53
ex06b - - 26.0 46 47 41.0 39.0 38.0 46
ex06c - - 62.0 65.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 65.0
ex08a - - 19.0 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 53.0
ex08b - - 36.0 56 54.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 56
ex08c - - - 42 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 42
ex09a - - - 92.0 86.0 86.0 86.0 85.0 90.0
ex09b - - - 98 99.0 99.0 99.0 98.0 98
ex09c - - - 86 87.0 87.0 87.0 86.0 86

Table 10: Comparison of objective function values of MIP-solutions to the models.
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Problem M10 M11 M12 M14 M15 M16 M17 M18 M19
ex01a 20 19 19 15 16 16 16 15 15
ex01b 19 19 19 14 15 15 15 14 14
ex01c 19 19 19 14 15 15 15 14 14
ex02a 18 18 18 15 16 16 15.0 15 15
ex02b 16.0 18 17 14 15 15 15 14 14
ex02c 15.0 18 18 17 18 18 18 16.0 17
ex05a 16.0 27.0 27.0 24 24 24 24 23.0 24
ex05b 27.0 37.0 37 36 36 36 36 35.0 36
ex05c 25.0 35.0 34.0 36 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 35.0
ex03a - 16.0 16.0 28 30 29.0 27.0 28 28
ex03b - 22.0 22.0 26 25.0 26 24.0 24.0 26
ex03c - 18.0 19.0 25 26 26 26 25 25
ex03d - 18.0 18.0 19 20 20 19.0 19 19
ex03e - - 22.0 34 34.0 34.0 34.0 34 34
ex04a - - 31.0 45 39.0 39.0 44.0 37.0 45
ex04b - - 32.0 38 39 39 36.0 36.0 38
ex04c - - 36.0 36 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 36
ex06a - - 19.0 53 47.0 44.0 44.0 45.0 50.0
ex06b - - 26.0 46 42.0 41.0 39.0 38.0 42.0
ex06c - - 62.0 65.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0
ex08a - - 19.0 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 52.0
ex08b - - 36.0 56 54.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 55.0
ex08c - - - 41.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 39.0
ex09a - - - 92.0 86.0 86.0 86.0 85.0 85.0
ex09b - - - 98 99.0 99.0 99.0 98.0 98
ex09c - - - 86 87.0 87.0 87.0 86.0 86

Table 11: Comparison of objective function values of MIP-solutions to the models.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations IP-obj LP-obj Time
low1 23 0.0
mod 10 ex03a 68187 12033 1969 - 18.1 11.1
mod 11 ex03a 20561 12033 447 - 16.0 0.5
mod 12 ex03a 4881 12033 987 - 16.0 0.4
mod 13 ex03a 5714 6273 418 - 5.1 0.1
mod 14 ex03a 68 77 19 - 23.0 0.0
mod 15 ex03a 284 169 102 - 23.5 0.0
mod 16 ex03a 1334 5169 156 - 23.5 0.0
mod 17 ex03a 3136 6369 206 - 23.5 0.0
mod 18 ex03a 5750 6299 362 - 23.0 0.1
mod 19 ex03a 98 99 26 - 23.0 0.0
mod 11 ex03a 20561 12033 54046 0 16.0 92.4
mod 12 ex03a 4881 12033 37218 0 16.0 61.0
mod 13-p ex03a 5714 6273 17906 0 6.0 60.3
mod 13 ex03a 5714 6273 40338 0 8.0 60.2
mod 14 ex03a 68 77 67 28 0.0 0.0
mod 15-p ex03a 284 169 2239 30 0.0 0.1
mod 15 ex03a 284 169 146334 30 0.0 8.5
mod 16-p ex03a 1334 5169 145216 30 0.0 57.8
mod 16 ex03a 1334 5169 73348 30 29.0 60.0
mod 17-p ex03a 3136 6369 97753 30 29.0 60.1
mod 17 ex03a 3136 6369 70491 30 27.0 60.1
mod 18-p ex03a 5750 6299 8005 28 0.0 19.1
mod 18 ex03a 5750 6299 7834 28 0.0 5.3
mod 19 ex03a 98 99 693 28 0.0 0.0

Table 12: Comparison for one problem, ex03a.
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which quickly gave lower bound 30. We also note that model 14 and 19 were solved
exactly very quickly, and gave the rather good bound 28.

One may also note the large differences in problem size. The number of rows was
reduced by a factor of 1000 from model 10 to model 14. Models 14 and 19 are the
smallest.

The main conclusion of the computational tests is that models 14 and 19 are good for
this purpose. They are quite small but they give good lower bounds. Models 15, 16 and
17 seem to give similar results, but 16 and 17 are larger than 15, so of these 15 is the
best candidate. Other models are either too large, so they fail to solve many problem in
60 seconds, or too weak, so that they give weak lower bounds. Furthermore, the quickly
calculated low1 is not as bad as one would have thought.

Therefore we have solved the LP-relaxations of models 14, 15 and 19 for the larger
problems, the three city sets, see tables 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42. Disappointingly,
model 15 failed to find any solution within 60 seconds for almost all problems in the
first two sets, so we only report the last one. However, models 14 and 19 produced
lower bounds fairly quickly for all instances, and all of them better than low1.

(At present we have no upper bound to compare these bounds to, in order to assess their
quality, but in the forthcoming paper Holmberg (2014a), heuristics for finding feasible
solutions and thus upper bounds will be presented.)

Finally we tried to solve the MIP-problems for models 14 and 19 for two sets of cities,
first those with less than 100 nodes, and then those with the number of nodes between
100 and 200. The results are given in tables 43 and 44. Unfortunately no problem was
solved exactly within the given time. However all gave some lower bound, in some cases
stronger than that of the first LP-relaxation.

The results for the cities are summarized in tables 13, 14 and 15. The LP-solutions for
models 14 and 19 are included for all instances, but the LP-solutions for model 15 only
for city set 3, and the MIP-solutions for models 14 and 19 are only given for instances
with less then 200 nodes. Other combinations have not been attempted.

We find that the LP-solutions for models 14 and 19 are almost identical, so since model
14 usually needs less then half of the time of model 19, model 14 is the better one.
When model 15 finds a solution, it is a bit better then the other two, but it fails to find
any solution within 60 seconds for many problems.

The MIP-solutions reported are never verified as optimal, and we note that the cutting of
branches has improved the lower bounds somewhat over the inital LP-solution. However,
that improvement was not sufficient to make the bounds better then the LP-solutions
of model 15 (when it was found).

We may also note that low1 was inferior for these problems.

Finally we made some tests with a much better code, namely CPLEX v12. These tests
were run on another, but similar, computer, running Linux, Centos 6. The purpose is
not to compare times with the other runs, nor to compare CPLEX to GLPK, but only
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Problem low1 M14-LP M19-LP M14-MIP M19-MIP
atvid-all-c 564 677.7 677.7 - -
atvid-all 579 677.7 677.7 - -
atvid-cars 565 668.7 668.7 - -
borensberg-all-c 439 501.5 501.5 - -
borensberg-all 471 568.8 568.8 - -
borensberg-cars 441 531.9 531.9 532.0 532.0
brokind-all-c 395 471.0 471.0 472.0 472.0
brokind-all 419 478.0 478.0 479.0 478.0
brokind-cars 395 448.2 448.3 449.0 449.0
ekangen-all-c 336 402.2 402.2 403.0 403.0
ekangen-all 357 424.2 424.2 425.0 425.0
ekangen-cars 305 359.5 359.5 360.0 360.0
kisa-all-c 707 796.3 796.2 - -
kisa-all 749 810.2 810.3 - -
kisa-cars 648 690.0 690.0 - -
linghem-cars 915 1074.0 1074.0 - -
link-mid-cars 698 785.0 785.0 - -
liu-all 597 741.2 741.3 - -
liu-cars 321 416.3 416.3 417.0 417.0
malmslatt-cars 837 992.0 992.0 - -
mjolby-all-c 865 931.3 931.3 - -
mjolby-all 890 940.2 940.3 - -
mjolby-cars 846 889.5 889.5 - -
ryd-cars 913 1063.5 1063.5 - -
skeninge-all-c 332 362.8 362.8 363.0 363.0
skeninge-all 376 383.4 383.4 384.0 384.0
skeninge-cars 371 379.1 379.1 380.0 380.0
soderkoping-cars 1018 1229.7 1229.7 - -
studryd-all-c 643 1035.0 1035.0 - -
studryd-all 663 1051.0 1051.0 - -
studryd-cars 156 196.7 196.7 198.0 197.0
sturefors-all-c 446 541.8 541.8 - -
sturefors-all 471 563.5 563.5 - -
sturefors-cars 405 481.8 481.7 482.0 482.0
vadstena-cars 1030 1313.7 1313.7 - -
valla-cars 556 649.8 649.8 - -
vikingstad-all-c 451 559.3 559.3 560.0 560.0
vikingstad-all 476 566.0 566.0 568.0 566.0
vikingstad-cars 456 551.0 551.0 553.0 552.0

Table 13: Comparison of lower bounds for city set 1.
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Problem low1 M14-LP M19-LP
linghem-all-c 1637 1969.2 1969.2
linghem-all 1663 1996.2 1996.3
link-mid-all-c 1541 2223.0 2223.0
link-mid-all 1579 2264.0 2264.0
ljungsb1a-all 1573 1866.7 1866.7
ljungsb1a-cars 1168 1372.0 1372.0
ljungsbro-all-c 1775 2112.0 2112.0
ljungsbro-all 1808 2125.8 2125.8
ljungsbro-cars 1442 1680.3 1680.3
malmslatt-all 1104 1315.2 1315.2
soderkoping-all-c 1448 1762.0 1762.0
soderkoping-all 1491 1792.5 1792.5
vadstena-all-c 1314 1628.0 1628.0
vadstena-all 1356 1660.5 1660.5
valla-all 980 1174.8 1174.7

Table 14: Comparison of lower bounds for city set 2.

Problem low1 M14-LP M15-LP M19-LP M14-MIP M19-MIP
askeby-all 164 225.0 228.2 225.0 226.0 227.0
askeby-all-c 156 213.0 215.6 213.0 214.0 213.0
askeby-cars 119 200.0 200.8 200.0 200.0 200.0
bankekind-all 74 79.3 82.0 79.3 80.0 80.0
bankekind-all-c 61 67.2 68.8 67.2 68.0 68.0
bankekind-cars 74 79.3 82.0 79.3 80.0 80.0
boxholm-all 544 649.7 - 649.7 - -
boxholm-all-c 516 635.7 - 635.7 - -
boxholm-cars 511 632.7 - 632.7 633.0 633.0
finspong-all 952 1090.5 - 1090.5 - -
finspong-all-c 892 1029.0 - 1029.0 - -
finspong-cars 862 996.0 - 996.0 - -
grebo-all 135 202.4 207.9 202.4 204.0 203.0
grebo-all-c 126 200.0 201.0 200.0 200.0 200.0
grebo-cars 135 202.4 207.9 202.4 204.0 203.0
mantorp-all 478 563.0 - 563.0 567.0 567.0
mantorp-all-c 453 542.0 - 542.0 543.0 543.0
mantorp-cars 426 510.0 - 510.0 513.0 511.0
norsholm-all 174 234.5 238.2 234.5 235.0 235.0
norsholm-all-c 153 222.0 224.2 222.0 223.0 223.0
norsholm-cars 156 227.0 230.3 227.0 228.0 228.0
rimforsa-all 509 595.3 - 595.2 - -
rimforsa-all-c 499 591.3 - 591.2 - -
rimforsa-cars 459 532.7 - 532.8 - -
tranas-all 1567 1865.7 - 1865.7 - -
tranas-all-c 1524 1829.7 - 1829.7 - -
tranas-cars 1447 1806.7 - 1806.7 - -

Table 15: Comparison of lower bounds for city set 3.
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to show what problems can be solved in 60 seconds with a very good code. We used
models 14 and 15 and solved the MIP-version.

The results are shown in tables 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49. The right-most column states
whether or not optimality was proved within 60 seconds. In these tables only the best
integer solution found is shown, not any lower bound, so we can only deduce that the
values for those instances for which optimality was proved are optimal in model 14,
which is a lower bound on the correct value. (The other values are upper bounds on
the lower bounds.)

Here we note that optimality was proved for a fair proportion of the instances for model
14. We also get an indication of the integrality gap for these real life problems and this
model, and unfortunately they are rather large. On the other hand, that doesn’t seem
to mean that they are very hard to solve. The small example grebo-all has LP-opt 202.4
and MIP-opt 230, but was solved by only 4 branch-and-bound nodes by CPLEX. This
is however unusual. Another, more representative, example is askeby-all, with LP-opt
225 and MIP-opt 259, solved by 7508 branch-and-bounds nodes in 11.5 seconds.

For model 15, optimality was verified for only a few instances. In those cases, the
lower bound obtained from model 15 was better than that of model 14. As examples
we may take askeby-all, for which model 14 gives 259 while model 15 gives 262, and
bankekind-all, for which model 14 gives 95 while model 15 gives 98. It is however a big
disadvantage that optimality was verified for so few instances. Looking closer at the
cases when optimality was not verified, we find that the upper bound (on the lower
bound) given by feasible integer solutions can be quite high and far from the optimal
value. As examples we may take boxholm-all, for which model 15 gives upper bound
1884, while model 14 gives 760, while GLPK with model 14 gives lower bound 649.7,
and rimforsa-all, for which model 14 proves optimality with the value 696, while model
15 only finds upper bound 1246.

So again we find that (in this test setting) the added strength of model 15 compared to
model 14 does not compensate for the added difficulty. Model 15 can be recommended
for smaller problems, but model 14 yields better lower bounds in general.

9 Conclusions and future work

The detailed problem with all complications has (to our knowledge) not been formulated
or solved earlier. We present a large time-indexed mathematical programming model,
that can solve very small instances, and several modeling alternatives, that result in
smaller models, being relaxations of the original one but solvable for larger instances.

The main goal of this paper is to investigate the possibilities of obtaining as good
lower bounds on the optimal objective function value as possible within a limited time.
Extensive computational tests indicate that some of the more compact models seem
to be very useful for this purpose. We have calculated lower bounds for real life data
instances for several small cities.
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Another accomplishment of the paper is the modeling handicraft, i.e. an exercise in
how to model relevant aspects of snow removal, and also how to develop relaxations
and simplifications of the model.

The detailed model will be used as a base for the heuristics we are developing, and can
also be used for checking the feasibility of given solutions.

Future work is, as mentioned, development of efficient heuristics for the problem, and
also an investigation of how graph methods can be used for it. We will also consider
different possibilities of mathematical decomposition methods and constraint generation
techniques. Related work also concern graph extraction from Open Street Map and map
matching for GPS-positions.
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10 Appendix A: Computational tests

Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 10 ex01a 2353 492 148 12.0 0.0
mod 10 ex01b 3852 735 213 15.0 0.0
mod 10 ex01c 6665 917 335 15.0 0.1
mod 10 ex02a 11012 2122 353 11.1 0.3
mod 10 ex02b 14348 2122 531 15.0 0.4
mod 10 ex02c 18494 2424 489 15.0 0.7
mod 10 ex05a 12077 2433 1195 15.4 0.9
mod 10 ex05b 12082 2433 1400 26.5 1.0
mod 10 ex05c 33809 4849 4583 24.3 10.8
mod 10 ex03a 68187 12033 1969 18.1 11.1

Table 16: LP-solutions on small first problem set, model 10.

Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 11 ex01a 693 492 74 12.0 0.0
mod 11 ex01b 1032 735 162 15.0 0.0
mod 11 ex01c 1729 917 187 15.0 0.0
mod 11 ex02a 3209 2122 213 11.0 0.0
mod 11 ex02b 3211 2122 430 15.0 0.1
mod 11 ex02c 4537 2424 261 15.0 0.1
mod 11 ex05a 3841 2433 614 13.0 0.1
mod 11 ex05b 3846 2433 1588 26.3 0.3
mod 11 ex05c 11021 4849 2289 20.3 0.9
mod 11 ex03a 20561 12033 447 16.0 0.5
mod 11 ex03b 30813 18039 2823 21.9 3.5
mod 11 ex03c 30814 18039 3307 17.9 4.1
mod 11 ex03d 41064 24045 3722 17.9 6.3
mod 11 ex03e 64606 28851 4509 21.2 12.7
mod 11 ex04a 54305 31254 7460 31.0 15.0
mod 11 ex04b 81410 46863 12011 31.6 34.4
mod 11 ex04c 108514 62472 11483 0.0 63.0
mod 11 ex06a 14857 8743 8161 18.3 4.8
mod 11 ex06b 22228 13093 6279 25.5 5.5
mod 11 ex06c 53423 22501 16186 31.7 34.3

Table 17: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 11.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 12 ex01a 325 492 100 12.0 0.0
mod 12 ex01b 480 735 144 15.0 0.0
mod 12 ex01c 487 917 169 15.0 0.0
mod 12 ex02a 1097 2122 235 11.0 0.0
mod 12 ex02b 1099 2122 321 15.0 0.0
mod 12 ex02c 1105 2424 251 15.0 0.0
mod 12 ex05a 1041 2433 1177 13.0 0.1
mod 12 ex05b 1046 2433 1574 26.3 0.1
mod 12 ex05c 1571 4849 2592 20.3 0.3
mod 12 ex03a 4881 12033 987 16.0 0.4
mod 12 ex03b 7293 18039 2183 21.8 0.7
mod 12 ex03c 7294 18039 4542 17.9 1.6
mod 12 ex03d 9704 24045 3508 17.9 1.5
mod 12 ex03e 9726 28851 1906 21.3 1.1
mod 12 ex04a 11537 31254 5203 31.0 4.0
mod 12 ex04b 17258 46863 8882 31.6 6.5
mod 12 ex04c 22978 62472 23923 35.1 42.2
mod 12 ex06a 3241 8743 7388 18.3 2.0
mod 12 ex06b 4804 13093 5140 25.5 1.6
mod 12 ex06c 6431 22501 15284 31.7 7.2
mod 12 ex08a 15793 46875 25132 18.5 34.6
mod 12 ex08b 23621 70285 26189 36.0 53.0
mod 12 ex08c 31439 93695 23466 0.0 60.6

Table 18: LP-solutions on first problems set, model 12.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 13 ex01a 758 380 134 5.0 0.0
mod 13 ex01b 1066 477 56 8.0 0.0
mod 13 ex01c 1076 545 155 8.0 0.0
mod 13 ex02a 1816 1046 197 5.0 0.0
mod 13 ex02b 1820 1046 62 8.2 0.0
mod 13 ex02c 1828 1154 183 8.0 0.0
mod 13 ex05a 1234 1313 251 5.0 0.0
mod 13 ex05b 1244 1313 217 8.9 0.0
mod 13 ex05c 1703 1899 619 8.0 0.1
mod 13 ex03a 5714 6273 418 5.1 0.1
mod 13 ex03b 7727 6899 385 8.0 0.1
mod 13 ex03c 7729 6899 387 8.2 0.1
mod 13 ex03d 9738 7525 759 8.0 0.3
mod 13 ex03e 9770 8755 1010 8.0 0.3
mod 13 ex04a 9790 15126 1483 6.5 0.6
mod 13 ex04b 12812 16071 478 13.0 0.4
mod 13 ex04c 15832 17016 158 13.0 0.3
mod 13 ex06a 2604 4281 656 6.7 0.1
mod 13 ex06b 3327 4545 546 8.0 0.1
mod 13 ex06c 4142 6159 974 9.2 0.3
mod 13 ex08a 11676 22695 1160 7.2 0.9
mod 13 ex08b 14709 23665 1147 9.6 1.1
mod 13 ex08c 17722 24635 1490 8.4 1.5
mod 13 ex09a 20091 51543 5511 11.1 6.8
mod 13 ex09b 24165 52866 12991 16.7 13.9
mod 13 ex09c 28187 54189 2507 13.7 5.0

Table 19: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 13.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 14 ex01a 29 24 10 10.5 0.0
mod 14 ex01b 38 33 11 11.3 0.0
mod 14 ex01c 43 41 14 11.3 0.0
mod 14 ex02a 49 52 24 11.7 0.0
mod 14 ex02b 51 52 9 14.0 0.0
mod 14 ex02c 55 60 16 12.0 0.0
mod 14 ex05a 68 77 18 20.5 0.0
mod 14 ex05b 73 77 13 35.0 0.0
mod 14 ex05c 109 145 45 33.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03a 68 77 19 23.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03b 81 105 28 24.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03c 82 105 21 21.3 0.0
mod 14 ex03d 93 133 42 19.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03e 109 163 30 33.5 0.0
mod 14 ex04a 107 130 30 37.0 0.0
mod 14 ex04b 126 177 31 35.7 0.0
mod 14 ex04c 144 224 56 35.3 0.0
mod 14 ex06a 124 155 30 43.0 0.0
mod 14 ex06b 144 211 40 37.7 0.0
mod 14 ex06c 210 357 70 60.3 0.0
mod 14 ex08a 148 199 34 50.0 0.0
mod 14 ex08b 173 271 34 52.0 0.0
mod 14 ex08c 188 343 87 37.2 0.0
mod 14 ex09a 259 347 65 85.0 0.0
mod 14 ex09b 309 472 188 98.0 0.0
mod 14 ex09c 333 597 137 86.0 0.0

Table 20: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 14.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 15 ex01a 61 36 14 11.5 0.0
mod 15 ex01b 86 51 14 12.3 0.0
mod 15 ex01c 97 59 20 12.3 0.0
mod 15 ex02a 148 91 73 12.7 0.0
mod 15 ex02b 150 91 41 15.0 0.0
mod 15 ex02c 160 99 55 13.0 0.0
mod 15 ex05a 284 169 105 20.8 0.0
mod 15 ex05b 289 169 99 35.5 0.0
mod 15 ex05c 463 283 270 33.3 0.0
mod 15 ex03a 284 169 102 23.5 0.0
mod 15 ex03b 405 243 111 24.0 0.0
mod 15 ex03c 406 243 121 21.7 0.0
mod 15 ex03d 525 317 140 19.0 0.0
mod 15 ex03e 565 347 130 34.0 0.0
mod 15 ex04a 635 366 187 37.3 0.0
mod 15 ex04b 918 531 194 36.0 0.0
mod 15 ex04c 1200 696 282 35.7 0.0
mod 15 ex06a 856 487 316 43.5 0.0
mod 15 ex06b 1242 709 352 38.2 0.0
mod 15 ex06c 1746 1021 546 61.0 0.1
mod 15 ex08a 1384 771 411 50.0 0.0
mod 15 ex08b 2027 1129 392 52.0 0.0
mod 15 ex08c 2660 1487 677 37.2 0.1
mod 15 ex09a 3541 1909 851 85.2 0.1
mod 15 ex09b 5232 2815 1592 98.3 0.3
mod 15 ex09c 6897 3721 970 86.3 0.3

Table 21: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 15.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 16 ex01a 104 216 31 11.5 0.0
mod 16 ex01b 130 231 30 12.3 0.0
mod 16 ex01c 146 299 37 12.3 0.0
mod 16 ex02a 271 641 95 12.7 0.0
mod 16 ex02b 275 641 57 15.0 0.0
mod 16 ex02c 289 749 91 13.0 0.0
mod 16 ex05a 534 1169 155 20.8 0.0
mod 16 ex05b 544 1169 138 35.5 0.0
mod 16 ex05c 743 1683 307 33.3 0.0
mod 16 ex03a 1334 5169 156 23.5 0.0
mod 16 ex03b 1457 5243 152 24.0 0.0
mod 16 ex03c 1459 5243 160 21.7 0.0
mod 16 ex03d 1578 5317 186 19.0 0.0
mod 16 ex03e 1634 6547 229 34.0 0.0
mod 16 ex04a 3422 13566 261 37.2 0.1
mod 16 ex04b 3710 13731 278 36.0 0.1
mod 16 ex04c 3996 13896 356 35.7 0.1
mod 16 ex06a 1730 4197 363 43.5 0.0
mod 16 ex06b 2121 4419 539 38.2 0.1
mod 16 ex06c 2676 5991 585 61.0 0.1
mod 16 ex08a 6016 21471 445 50.0 0.1
mod 16 ex08b 6669 21829 645 52.0 0.2
mod 16 ex08c 7302 22187 930 37.2 0.3
mod 16 ex09a 14177 50709 790 85.2 0.5
mod 16 ex09b 15894 51615 1013 98.3 0.7
mod 16 ex09c 17559 52521 1669 86.3 1.3

Table 22: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 16.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 17 ex01a 376 396 49 11.5 0.0
mod 17 ex01b 493 501 91 12.3 0.0
mod 17 ex01c 509 569 83 12.3 0.0
mod 17 ex02a 874 1091 150 12.7 0.0
mod 17 ex02b 878 1091 102 15.0 0.0
mod 17 ex02c 892 1199 246 13.0 0.0
mod 17 ex05a 896 1409 327 20.8 0.0
mod 17 ex05b 906 1409 207 35.5 0.0
mod 17 ex05c 1226 2043 645 33.3 0.1
mod 17 ex03a 3136 6369 206 23.5 0.0
mod 17 ex03b 3860 7043 494 24.0 0.1
mod 17 ex03c 3862 7043 274 21.7 0.1
mod 17 ex03d 4582 7717 437 19.0 0.1
mod 17 ex03e 4638 8947 442 34.0 0.1
mod 17 ex04a 6124 15366 496 37.3 0.2
mod 17 ex04b 7313 16431 602 36.0 0.2
mod 17 ex04c 8500 17496 752 35.7 0.3
mod 17 ex06a 2362 4617 510 43.5 0.1
mod 17 ex06b 2964 5049 1070 38.2 0.2
mod 17 ex06c 3730 6831 1370 61.0 0.3
mod 17 ex08a 8718 23271 1383 50.0 0.6
mod 17 ex08b 10272 24529 1221 52.0 0.6
mod 17 ex08c 11806 25787 1478 37.2 1.0
mod 17 ex09a 17779 53109 1715 85.2 2.0
mod 17 ex09b 20697 55215 3946 98.3 4.6
mod 17 ex09c 23563 57321 3165 86.3 4.0

Table 23: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 17.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 18 ex01a 770 390 97 10.5 0.0
mod 18 ex01b 1084 492 68 11.3 0.0
mod 18 ex01c 1094 560 201 11.3 0.0
mod 18 ex02a 1843 1067 193 11.7 0.0
mod 18 ex02b 1847 1067 100 14.0 0.0
mod 18 ex02c 1855 1175 256 12.0 0.0
mod 18 ex05a 1270 1339 189 20.5 0.0
mod 18 ex05b 1280 1339 192 35.0 0.0
mod 18 ex05c 1757 1938 519 33.0 0.1
mod 18 ex03a 5750 6299 362 23.0 0.1
mod 18 ex03b 7781 6938 365 24.0 0.1
mod 18 ex03c 7783 6938 407 21.3 0.1
mod 18 ex03d 9810 7577 933 19.0 0.3
mod 18 ex03e 9842 8807 1499 33.5 0.5
mod 18 ex04a 9850 15168 566 37.0 0.3
mod 18 ex04b 12902 16134 2420 35.7 1.1
mod 18 ex04c 15952 17100 1059 35.3 0.8
mod 18 ex06a 2676 4331 522 43.0 0.1
mod 18 ex06b 3435 4620 773 37.7 0.1
mod 18 ex06c 4286 6259 1166 60.3 0.3
mod 18 ex08a 11772 22761 920 50.0 0.7
mod 18 ex08b 14853 23764 2257 52.0 1.6
mod 18 ex08c 17914 24767 1307 37.2 1.3
mod 18 ex09a 20253 51653 2948 85.0 4.4
mod 18 ex09b 24408 53031 3714 98.0 5.9
mod 18 ex09c 28511 54409 4766 86.0 7.0

Table 24: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 18.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 19 ex01a 35 30 15 10.5 0.0
mod 19 ex01b 47 42 15 11.3 0.0
mod 19 ex01c 52 50 19 11.3 0.0
mod 19 ex02a 67 67 33 11.7 0.0
mod 19 ex02b 69 67 12 14.0 0.0
mod 19 ex02c 73 75 22 12.0 0.0
mod 19 ex05a 98 99 28 20.5 0.0
mod 19 ex05b 103 99 28 35.0 0.0
mod 19 ex05c 154 178 87 33.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03a 98 99 26 23.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03b 126 138 47 24.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03c 127 138 35 21.3 0.0
mod 19 ex03d 153 177 58 19.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03e 169 207 46 33.5 0.0
mod 19 ex04a 161 168 49 37.0 0.0
mod 19 ex04b 207 234 53 35.7 0.0
mod 19 ex04c 252 300 62 35.3 0.0
mod 19 ex06a 190 201 53 43.0 0.0
mod 19 ex06b 243 280 101 37.7 0.0
mod 19 ex06c 342 449 95 60.3 0.0
mod 19 ex08a 238 261 67 50.0 0.0
mod 19 ex08b 308 364 120 52.0 0.0
mod 19 ex08c 368 467 163 37.2 0.0
mod 19 ex09a 415 453 130 85.0 0.0
mod 19 ex09b 543 631 316 98.0 0.0
mod 19 ex09c 645 809 137 86.0 0.1

Table 25: LP-solutions on first problem set, model 19.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 10 ex01a 2353 492 1943 117 20 0.0 0.6
mod 10 ex01b 3852 735 3139 207 19 0.0 1.8
mod 10 ex01c 6665 917 4038 157 19 0.0 3.1
mod 10 ex02a 11012 2122 12116 523 18 0.0 47.9
mod 10 ex02b 14348 2122 23575 11 50 16.0 60.8
mod 10 ex02c 18494 2424 34214 5 0 15.0 61.9
mod 10 ex05a 12077 2433 55281 16 0 16.0 61.2
mod 10 ex05b 12082 2433 57244 14 0 27.0 61.7
mod 10 ex05c 33809 4849 65077 0 0 25.0 222.7

Table 26: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 10.

Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 11 ex01a 693 492 1167 139 19 0.0 0.2
mod 11 ex01b 1032 735 1801 151 19 0.0 0.4
mod 11 ex01c 1729 917 5829 455 19 0.0 1.8
mod 11 ex02a 3209 2122 5941 567 18 0.0 6.2
mod 11 ex02b 3211 2122 28061 741 18 0.0 14.1
mod 11 ex02c 4537 2424 13118 651 18 0.0 11.3
mod 11 ex05a 3841 2433 227121 2507 30 27.0 60.1
mod 11 ex05b 3846 2433 241618 1441 38 37.0 60.2
mod 11 ex05c 11021 4849 121442 292 0 35.0 61.1
mod 11 ex03a 20561 12033 54046 0 0 16.0 92.4
mod 11 ex03b 30813 18039 4137 0 0 22.0 76.3
mod 11 ex03c 30814 18039 75946 0 0 18.0 208.5
mod 11 ex03d 41064 24045 75357 0 0 18.0 247.4

Table 27: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 11
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 12 ex01a 325 492 396 43 19 0.0 0.0
mod 12 ex01b 480 735 1347 143 19 0.0 0.1
mod 12 ex01c 487 917 1465 133 19 0.0 0.1
mod 12 ex02a 1097 2122 13711 643 18 0.0 3.6
mod 12 ex02b 1099 2122 23443 725 17 0.0 4.5
mod 12 ex02c 1105 2424 7543 475 18 0.0 2.3
mod 12 ex05a 1041 2433 482797 6933 29 27.0 60.1
mod 12 ex05b 1046 2433 52833 415 37 0.0 6.0
mod 12 ex05c 1571 4849 387094 622 0 34.0 60.3
mod 12 ex03a 4881 12033 37218 1 0 16.0 61.0
mod 12 ex03b 7293 18039 10135 0 0 22.0 61.0
mod 12 ex03c 7294 18039 25776 1 0 19.0 61.1
mod 12 ex03d 9704 24045 97018 0 0 18.0 83.6
mod 12 ex03e 9726 28851 62135 0 0 22.0 61.5
mod 12 ex04a 11537 31254 10921 0 0 31.0 65.8
mod 12 ex04b 17258 46863 97222 0 0 32.0 142.3
mod 12 ex04c 22978 62472 300113 0 0 36.0 846.6
mod 12 ex06a 3241 8743 160741 7 0 19.0 65.1
mod 12 ex06b 4804 13093 112866 1 0 26.0 66.2
mod 12 ex06c 6431 22501 85931 0 0 62.0 71.7
mod 12 ex08a 15793 46875 525879 0 0 19.0 1238.6
mod 12 ex08b 23621 70285 608511 0 0 36.0 2501.6

Table 28: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 12.

Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 13 ex01a 758 380 362 67 9 0.0 0.0
mod 13 ex01b 1066 477 780 129 9 0.0 0.1
mod 13 ex01c 1076 545 1153 133 9 0.0 0.2
mod 13 ex02a 1816 1046 1790 161 9 0.0 0.5
mod 13 ex02b 1820 1046 753 209 9 0.0 0.2
mod 13 ex02c 1828 1154 29977 2407 9 0.0 6.5
mod 13 ex05a 1234 1313 26731 2079 8 0.0 7.5
mod 13 ex05b 1244 1313 5698 393 10 0.0 1.2
mod 13 ex05c 1703 1899 290520 9145 11 10.0 60.1
mod 13 ex03a 5714 6273 40338 15 0 8.0 60.2
mod 13 ex03b 7727 6899 82169 1659 9 0.0 59.2
mod 13 ex03c 7729 6899 19582 1707 9 0.0 52.7
mod 13 ex03d 9738 7525 22633 665 20 9.0 60.2
mod 13 ex03e 9770 8755 39798 324 19 8.0 60.4
mod 13 ex04a 9790 15126 33087 1 0 7.0 60.9
mod 13 ex04b 12812 16071 15023 215 27 13.0 60.5
mod 13 ex04c 15832 17016 10163 0 0 13.0 60.5
mod 13 ex06a 2604 4281 60671 6 0 12.0 60.1

Table 29: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 13.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 14 ex01a 29 24 26 5 15 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex01b 38 33 20 7 14 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex01c 43 41 82 31 14 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex02a 49 52 170 41 15 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex02b 51 52 14 1 14 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex02c 55 60 276 109 17 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex05a 68 77 90 31 24 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex05b 73 77 1378 209 36 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex05c 109 145 454113 67583 36 0.0 12.2
mod 14 ex03a 68 77 67 41 28 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03b 81 105 429 111 26 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03c 82 105 97 39 25 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03d 93 133 172 109 19 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex03e 109 163 100 65 34 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex04a 107 130 864 233 45 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex04b 126 177 113 11 38 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex04c 144 224 512 119 36 0.0 0.0
mod 14 ex06a 124 155 17077 2201 53 0.0 0.5
mod 14 ex06b 144 211 20820 3031 46 0.0 0.7
mod 14 ex06c 210 357 1839538 35726 67 65.0 60.0
mod 14 ex08a 148 199 950347 19856 59 55.0 60.0
mod 14 ex08b 173 271 5605 593 56 0.0 0.2
mod 14 ex08c 188 343 1196339 99751 42 41.0 60.0
mod 14 ex09a 259 347 1149842 8943 98 92.0 60.0
mod 14 ex09b 309 472 5404 231 98 0.0 0.2
mod 14 ex09c 333 597 1069 37 86 0.0 0.1
mod 14-p ex08c 188 343 356920 19447 42 0.0 7.8

Table 30: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 14.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 15 ex01a 61 36 35 11 16 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex01b 86 51 34 13 15 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex01c 97 59 28 5 15 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex02a 148 91 778 145 16 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex02b 150 91 40 1 15 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex02c 160 99 1046 189 18 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex05a 284 169 2951 327 24 0.0 0.2
mod 15 ex05b 289 169 215 15 36 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex05c 463 283 951204 19885 36 34.0 60.0
mod 15 ex03a 284 169 146334 24269 30 0.0 8.5
mod 15 ex03b 405 243 721250 106707 26 25.0 60.0
mod 15 ex03c 406 243 351 51 26 0.0 0.0
mod 15 ex03d 525 317 11401 1603 20 0.0 0.9
mod 15 ex03e 565 347 517711 104532 35 34.0 60.0
mod 15 ex04a 635 366 494319 14279 46 39.0 60.0
mod 15 ex04b 918 531 1736 133 39 0.0 0.2
mod 15 ex04c 1200 696 553578 28034 37 36.0 60.0
mod 15 ex06a 856 487 555131 4478 54 47.0 60.0
mod 15 ex06b 1242 709 408766 5714 47 42.0 60.0
mod 15 ex06c 1746 1021 416748 1355 68 61.0 60.1
mod 15 ex08a 1384 771 458637 1356 59 50.0 60.0
mod 15 ex08b 2027 1129 277336 1501 56 54.0 60.1
mod 15 ex08c 2660 1487 182716 1604 49 38.0 60.1
mod 15 ex09a 3541 1909 180068 590 99 86.0 60.1
mod 15 ex09b 5232 2815 243096 2788 100 99.0 60.2
mod 15 ex09c 6897 3721 85841 2416 88 87.0 60.4
mod 15-p ex05c 463 283 7242 281 36 0.0 0.6
mod 15-p ex03b 405 243 1951 207 26 0.0 0.1
mod 15-p ex04a 635 366 2951 223 46 0.0 0.5
mod 15-p ex06a 856 487 368182 18973 54 0.0 24.2
mod 15-p ex06b 1242 709 607506 45037 47 0.0 56.1

Table 31: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 15.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 16 ex01a 104 216 89 25 16 0.0 0.0
mod 16 ex01b 130 231 224 115 15 0.0 0.0
mod 16 ex01c 146 299 63 9 15 0.0 0.0
mod 16 ex02a 271 641 4812 705 16 0.0 0.6
mod 16 ex02b 275 641 63 3 15 0.0 0.0
mod 16 ex02c 289 749 1675 435 18 0.0 0.2
mod 16 ex05a 534 1169 524 55 24 0.0 0.1
mod 16 ex05b 544 1169 256 11 36 0.0 0.0
mod 16 ex05c 743 1683 366156 16523 36 34.0 60.0
mod 16 ex03a 1334 5169 73348 9906 30 29.0 60.0
mod 16 ex03b 1457 5243 8917 741 26 0.0 7.8
mod 16 ex03c 1459 5243 785 177 26 0.0 0.5
mod 16 ex03d 1578 5317 40745 7553 20 0.0 22.9
mod 16 ex03e 1634 6547 123271 16969 35 34.0 60.0
mod 16 ex04a 3422 13566 32277 352 46 39.0 60.1
mod 16 ex04b 3710 13731 1149 27 39 0.0 0.7
mod 16 ex04c 3996 13896 56883 1483 39 36.0 60.1
mod 16 ex06a 1730 4197 86482 257 54 44.0 60.0
mod 16 ex06b 2121 4419 92530 2584 50 41.0 60.1
mod 16 ex06c 2676 5991 110187 28 0 61.0 60.1
mod 16 ex08a 6016 21471 19178 332 61 50.0 60.2
mod 16 ex08b 6669 21829 32544 185 82 52.0 60.3
mod 16 ex08c 7302 22187 30292 4 0 38.0 60.4
mod 16 ex09a 14177 50709 3811 0 0 86.0 60.6
mod 16 ex09b 15894 51615 8565 0 0 99.0 60.8
mod 16 ex09c 17559 52521 9246 0 0 87.0 61.5
mod 16-p ex05c 743 1683 135566 5177 36 0.0 8.0
mod 16-p ex03a 1334 5169 145216 25685 30 0.0 57.8
mod 16-p ex03d 1578 5317 21256 3023 20 0.0 8.1
mod 16-p ex03e 1634 6547 193880 17223 35 0.0 52.3

Table 32: MIP-solutions on first problem set, mod 16
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 17 ex01a 376 396 189 33 16 0.0 0.0
mod 17 ex01b 493 501 224 41 15 0.0 0.0
mod 17 ex01c 509 569 308 35 15 0.0 0.0
mod 17 ex02a 874 1091 308027 28813 16 15.0 60.0
mod 17 ex02b 878 1091 123 23 15 0.0 0.0
mod 17 ex02c 892 1199 204669 17647 18 0.0 33.6
mod 17 ex05a 896 1409 8003 229 24 0.0 1.0
mod 17 ex05b 906 1409 19752 5473 36 0.0 6.2
mod 17 ex05c 1226 2043 501628 6874 36 34.0 60.0
mod 17 ex03a 3136 6369 70491 843 30 27.0 60.1
mod 17 ex03b 3860 7043 123440 4877 26 24.0 60.1
mod 17 ex03c 3862 7043 22106 701 26 0.0 8.8
mod 17 ex03d 4582 7717 56712 6051 20 19.0 60.1
mod 17 ex03e 4638 8947 75850 4663 35 34.0 60.1
mod 17 ex04a 6124 15366 88863 524 46 44.0 60.3
mod 17 ex04b 7313 16431 142804 0 0 36.0 65.4
mod 17 ex04c 8500 17496 33701 0 0 36.0 60.6
mod 17 ex06a 2362 4617 262850 583 54 44.0 60.1
mod 17 ex06b 2964 5049 175940 197 70 39.0 60.2
mod 17 ex06c 3730 6831 189903 2 0 61.0 61.1
mod 17 ex08a 8718 23271 102627 0 0 50.0 63.6
mod 17 ex08b 10272 24529 27606 1 0 52.0 61.4
mod 17 ex08c 11806 25787 60425 0 0 38.0 79.2
mod 17 ex09a 17779 53109 100710 0 0 86.0 143.4
mod 17 ex09b 20697 55215 69438 0 0 99.0 98.4
mod 17 ex09c 23563 57321 113383 0 0 87.0 210.0
mod 17-p ex02a 874 1091 60154 7079 16 0.0 6.6
mod 17-p ex02c 892 1199 205126 19701 18 0.0 18.9
mod 17-p ex05b 906 1409 2068 221 36 0.0 0.8

Table 33: MIP-solutions on first problem set, mod 17.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 18 ex01a 770 390 457 43 15 0.0 0.0
mod 18 ex01b 1084 492 126 19 14 0.0 0.0
mod 18 ex01c 1094 560 936 77 14 0.0 0.1
mod 18 ex02a 1843 1067 104119 8705 15 0.0 25.5
mod 18 ex02b 1847 1067 130 3 14 0.0 0.0
mod 18 ex02c 1855 1175 224285 27489 17 16.0 60.0
mod 18 ex05a 1270 1339 477562 18093 24 23.0 60.0
mod 18 ex05b 1280 1339 198256 25556 36 35.0 60.0
mod 18 ex05c 1757 1938 504725 322 40 34.0 60.1
mod 18 ex03a 5750 6299 7834 411 28 0.0 5.3
mod 18 ex03b 7781 6938 52591 2717 26 24.0 60.2
mod 18 ex03c 7783 6938 6548 733 25 0.0 9.1
mod 18 ex03d 9810 7577 2455 237 19 0.0 3.6
mod 18 ex03e 9842 8807 18225 699 34 0.0 29.0
mod 18 ex04a 9850 15168 84671 0 0 37.0 60.7
mod 18 ex04b 12902 16134 65738 0 0 36.0 61.6
mod 18 ex04c 15952 17100 17019 0 0 36.0 61.1
mod 18 ex06a 2676 4331 295573 498 53 45.0 60.2
mod 18 ex06b 3435 4620 217162 880 53 38.0 60.3
mod 18 ex06c 4286 6259 139800 3 0 61.0 60.3
mod 18 ex08a 11772 22761 100622 0 0 50.0 71.4
mod 18 ex08b 14853 23764 55601 1 0 52.0 62.1
mod 18 ex08c 17914 24767 10021 0 0 38.0 61.9
mod 18 ex09a 20253 51653 47073 0 0 85.0 73.3
mod 18 ex09b 24408 53031 40936 0 0 98.0 69.4
mod 18 ex09c 28511 54409 65560 0 0 86.0 172.4
mod 18-p ex02a 1843 1067 30484 1923 15 0.0 6.7
mod 18-p ex02c 1855 1175 5728 383 17 0.0 2.3
mod 18-p ex05a 1270 1339 3138 465 24 0.0 1.8
mod 18-p ex05b 1280 1339 467570 38973 36 0.0 59.0
mod 18-p ex05c 1757 1938 537180 1273 36 35.0 60.1
mod 18-p ex03b 7781 6938 39455 3497 26 25.0 60.2

Table 34: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 18.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 19 ex01a 35 30 39 11 15 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex01b 47 42 30 9 14 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex01c 52 50 36 7 14 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex02a 67 67 398 101 15 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex02b 69 67 16 1 14 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex02c 73 75 247 37 17 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex05a 98 99 559 107 24 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex05b 103 99 409 157 36 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex05c 154 178 2858021 195221 36 35.0 60.0
mod 19 ex03a 98 99 693 179 28 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03b 126 138 3770 893 26 0.0 0.1
mod 19 ex03c 127 138 127 23 25 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03d 153 177 395 105 19 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex03e 169 207 543 121 34 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex04a 161 168 66999 13767 45 0.0 3.1
mod 19 ex04b 207 234 274 59 38 0.0 0.0
mod 19 ex04c 252 300 9423 1289 36 0.0 0.4
mod 19 ex06a 190 201 694420 33477 53 50.0 60.0
mod 19 ex06b 243 280 1101664 30550 46 42.0 60.0
mod 19 ex06c 342 449 1145664 3496 68 61.0 60.0
mod 19 ex08a 238 261 1251298 10599 59 52.0 60.0
mod 19 ex08b 308 364 1282967 86078 56 55.0 60.0
mod 19 ex08c 368 467 1200792 9547 43 39.0 60.0
mod 19 ex09a 415 453 984771 4423 98 85.0 60.0
mod 19 ex09b 543 631 16261 319 98 0.0 0.8
mod 19 ex09c 645 809 462267 11845 86 0.0 29.8
mod 19-p ex06a 190 201 153371 18957 53 0.0 5.0
mod 19-p ex06b 243 280 50195 5981 46 0.0 2.0
mod 19-p ex06c 342 449 1687395 14471 67 65.0 60.0
mod 19-p ex08a 238 261 1216269 6156 59 53.0 60.0
mod 19-p ex08b 308 364 3718 387 56 0.0 0.3
mod 19-p ex08c 368 467 646621 66059 42 0.0 27.1
mod 19-p ex09a 415 453 1713420 4290 98 90.0 60.0

Table 35: MIP-solutions on first problem set, model 19.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 14 atvid-all-c 5513 12100 4821 677.7 1.2
mod 14 atvid-all 5578 12235 4612 677.7 1.1
mod 14 atvid-cars 5418 11852 5265 668.7 1.3
mod 14 borensberg-all-c 4479 9639 3425 501.5 0.7
mod 14 borensberg-all 4699 10097 4372 568.8 0.9
mod 14 borensberg-cars 4347 9290 4156 531.9 0.8
mod 14 brokind-all-c 3712 7809 2247 471.0 0.4
mod 14 brokind-all 3862 8120 1839 478.0 0.3
mod 14 brokind-cars 3587 7472 1281 448.2 0.2
mod 14 ekangen-all-c 3191 6863 2513 402.2 0.4
mod 14 ekangen-all 3371 7243 1718 424.2 0.2
mod 14 ekangen-cars 2814 5896 917 359.5 0.1
mod 14 kisa-all-c 7451 15959 6202 796.3 2.0
mod 14 kisa-all 7621 16311 8489 810.2 2.3
mod 14 kisa-cars 6337 13432 7136 690.0 1.8
mod 14 linghem-cars 8552 17711 8423 1074.0 2.6
mod 14 link-mid-cars 7012 14906 7380 785.0 2.0
mod 14 liu-all 5691 12650 3827 741.2 0.8
mod 14 liu-cars 2742 5799 941 416.3 0.1
mod 14 malmslatt-cars 7767 16241 7332 992.0 2.1
mod 14 mjolby-all-c 9435 20489 13364 931.3 5.5
mod 14 mjolby-all 9592 20810 13711 940.2 5.7
mod 14 mjolby-cars 9019 19503 9026 889.5 3.4
mod 14 ryd-cars 8882 18201 7524 1063.5 2.2
mod 14 skeninge-all-c 3604 7802 2893 362.8 0.5
mod 14 skeninge-all 3903 8441 3677 383.4 0.7
mod 14 skeninge-cars 3827 8273 4322 379.1 0.8
mod 14 soderkoping-cars 8965 18913 10301 1229.7 3.5
mod 14 studryd-all-c 6880 15432 3869 1035.0 0.8
mod 14 studryd-all 7050 15782 3709 1051.0 0.9
mod 14 studryd-cars 1408 2774 478 196.7 0.1
mod 14 sturefors-all-c 4163 8857 2957 541.8 0.5
mod 14 sturefors-all 4323 9196 2947 563.5 0.5
mod 14 sturefors-cars 3573 7398 3281 481.8 0.5
mod 14 vadstena-cars 8821 18769 10381 1313.7 3.6
mod 14 valla-cars 5311 11183 4158 649.8 0.8
mod 14 vikingstad-all-c 4111 8850 2923 559.3 0.5
mod 14 vikingstad-all 4312 9271 2716 566.0 0.4
mod 14 vikingstad-cars 4112 8817 2884 551.0 0.6

Table 36: LP-solutions on city set 1, model 14.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 14 linghem-all-c 17033 37901 13597 1969.2 8.3
mod 14 linghem-all 17228 38299 12641 1996.2 7.3
mod 14 link-mid-all-c 17091 39206 13378 2223.0 6.3
mod 14 link-mid-all 17423 39889 14786 2264.0 8.4
mod 14 ljungsb1a-all 15438 33534 17467 1866.7 9.3
mod 14 ljungsb1a-cars 10871 22847 11816 1372.0 4.8
mod 14 ljungsbro-all-c 17395 38001 16268 2112.0 10.7
mod 14 ljungsbro-all 17529 38276 17711 2125.8 11.9
mod 14 ljungsbro-cars 13199 27862 14899 1680.3 7.8
mod 14 malmslatt-all 10976 23942 10339 1315.2 4.1
mod 14 soderkoping-all-c 13996 31150 14221 1762.0 7.7
mod 14 soderkoping-all 14188 31541 11908 1792.5 6.5
mod 14 vadstena-all-c 12115 26765 11869 1628.0 5.7
mod 14 vadstena-all 12432 27438 12202 1660.5 6.0
mod 14 valla-all 10197 22699 6592 1174.8 2.2

Table 37: LP-solutions on city set 2, model 14.

Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 14 askeby-all 1668 3585 665 225.0 0.1
mod 14 askeby-all-c 1614 3474 832 213.0 0.1
mod 14 askeby-cars 1174 2399 430 200.0 0.0
mod 14 bankekind-all 766 1573 249 79.3 0.0
mod 14 bankekind-all-c 686 1409 183 67.2 0.0
mod 14 bankekind-cars 766 1573 249 79.3 0.0
mod 14 boxholm-all 4878 10477 4228 649.7 0.9
mod 14 boxholm-all-c 4748 10207 3308 635.7 0.6
mod 14 boxholm-cars 4489 9623 4786 632.7 0.9
mod 14 finspong-all 9321 20121 12435 1090.5 4.7
mod 14 finspong-all-c 8870 19184 10106 1029.0 4.0
mod 14 finspong-cars 8334 17805 9421 996.0 3.2
mod 14 grebo-all 1195 2423 540 202.4 0.0
mod 14 grebo-all-c 1135 2300 480 200.0 0.0
mod 14 grebo-cars 1195 2423 540 202.4 0.0
mod 14 mantorp-all 4347 9336 4113 563.0 0.7
mod 14 mantorp-all-c 4227 9079 3659 542.0 0.7
mod 14 mantorp-cars 3814 8092 3082 510.0 0.5
mod 14 norsholm-all 1733 3660 1021 234.5 0.1
mod 14 norsholm-all-c 1577 3339 767 222.0 0.1
mod 14 norsholm-cars 1549 3270 732 227.0 0.1
mod 14 rimforsa-all 4901 10368 3348 595.3 0.7
mod 14 rimforsa-all-c 4811 10180 3217 591.3 0.7
mod 14 rimforsa-cars 4332 9105 3619 532.7 0.6
mod 14 tranas-all 14321 31071 21604 1865.7 13.3
mod 14 tranas-all-c 14121 30661 21852 1829.7 13.3
mod 14 tranas-cars 12986 28031 17798 1806.7 10.0

Table 38: LP-solutions on city set 3, model 14.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 15c askeby-all 101878 52575 8565 228.2 24.3
mod 15c askeby-all-c 95909 49539 7005 215.6 17.9
mod 15c askeby-cars 39864 20989 3985 200.8 3.9
mod 15c bankekind-all 18516 9963 3011 82.0 1.5
mod 15c bankekind-all-c 15216 8239 2208 68.8 0.9
mod 15c bankekind-cars 18516 9963 3011 82.0 1.6
mod 15c boxholm-all 735178 372267 3105 0.0 62.8
mod 15c boxholm-all-c 702958 356037 3417 0.0 62.4
mod 15c boxholm-cars 591509 300013 3762 0.0 62.1
mod 15c finspong-all 2778211 1398231 898 0.0 69.5
mod 15c finspong-all-c 2540975 1279189 988 0.0 69.5
mod 15c finspong-cars 2017694 1016835 1228 0.0 66.9
mod 15c grebo-all 39895 21013 3752 207.9 3.4
mod 15c grebo-all-c 36190 19105 3283 201.0 2.5
mod 15c grebo-cars 39895 21013 3752 207.9 3.4
mod 15c mantorp-all 615402 311901 3635 0.0 62.3
mod 15c mantorp-all-c 581177 294669 4059 0.0 61.9
mod 15c mantorp-cars 433289 220257 4673 0.0 61.5
mod 15c norsholm-all 96158 49725 10676 238.2 31.3
mod 15c norsholm-all-c 79347 41169 10917 224.2 26.8
mod 15c norsholm-cars 74154 38535 8198 230.3 19.4
mod 15c rimforsa-all 773146 391233 3086 0.0 62.6
mod 15c rimforsa-all-c 751016 380085 3208 0.0 62.8
mod 15c rimforsa-cars 543662 275895 4047 0.0 62.0

Table 39: LP-solutions on city set 3, model 15.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 19 atvid-all-c 10013 15105 9723 677.7 3.9
mod 19 atvid-all 10123 15270 10767 677.7 4.5
mod 19 atvid-cars 9768 14757 8910 668.7 3.6
mod 19 borensberg-all-c 8274 12174 9873 501.5 3.5
mod 19 borensberg-all 8644 12732 9763 568.8 3.4
mod 19 borensberg-cars 7887 11655 7244 531.9 2.5
mod 19 brokind-all-c 6787 9864 3578 471.0 0.8
mod 19 brokind-all 7042 10245 3818 478.0 0.9
mod 19 brokind-cars 6407 9357 3660 448.3 0.8
mod 19 ekangen-all-c 5966 8718 3030 402.2 0.6
mod 19 ekangen-all 6296 9198 3616 424.2 0.8
mod 19 ekangen-cars 5064 7401 2946 359.5 0.5
mod 19 kisa-all-c 13826 20214 11430 796.2 6.5
mod 19 kisa-all 14116 20646 10466 810.3 5.8
mod 19 kisa-cars 11377 16797 7600 690.0 3.6
mod 19 linghem-cars 16097 22746 10893 1074.0 6.3
mod 19 link-mid-cars 13072 18951 11296 785.0 5.8
mod 19 liu-all 11841 16755 7568 741.3 3.1
mod 19 liu-cars 5367 7554 1971 416.3 0.4
mod 19 malmslatt-cars 14232 20556 10195 992.0 5.3
mod 19 mjolby-all-c 17430 25824 20681 931.3 15.0
mod 19 mjolby-all 17722 26235 20832 940.3 15.6
mod 19 mjolby-cars 16504 24498 19629 889.5 14.1
mod 19 ryd-cars 16907 23556 9593 1063.5 5.2
mod 19 skeninge-all-c 6514 9747 7167 362.8 2.0
mod 19 skeninge-all 7038 10536 7574 383.4 2.2
mod 19 skeninge-cars 6872 10308 4941 379.1 1.5
mod 19 soderkoping-cars 16570 23988 12974 1229.7 8.3
mod 19 studryd-all-c 14770 20697 10054 1035.0 5.2
mod 19 studryd-all 15090 21147 11318 1051.0 6.1
mod 19 studryd-cars 2608 3579 660 196.7 0.1
mod 19 sturefors-all-c 7808 11292 4750 541.8 1.4
mod 19 sturefors-all 8103 11721 5990 563.5 1.8
mod 19 sturefors-cars 6423 9303 3552 481.7 0.8
mod 19 vadstena-cars 16516 23904 13750 1313.7 8.4
mod 19 valla-cars 10066 14358 5909 649.8 2.0
mod 19 vikingstad-all-c 7501 11115 5171 559.3 1.5
mod 19 vikingstad-all 7867 11646 6026 566.0 1.8
mod 19 vikingstad-cars 7457 11052 5638 551.0 1.6

Table 40: LP-solutions on city set 1, model 19.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 19 linghem-all-c 35378 50136 26229 1969.2 36.7
mod 19 linghem-all 35723 50634 28098 1996.3 40.7
mod 19 link-mid-all-c 36111 51891 25295 2223.0 36.1
mod 19 link-mid-all 36728 52764 29751 2264.0 46.8
mod 19 ljungsb1a-all 29538 42939 20456 1866.7 23.2
mod 19 ljungsb1a-cars 19676 28722 14985 1372.0 10.8
mod 19 ljungsbro-all-c 33340 48636 33072 2112.0 47.9
mod 19 ljungsbro-all 33579 48981 32425 2125.8 48.8
mod 19 ljungsbro-cars 23909 35007 20254 1680.3 19.1
mod 19 malmslatt-all 21446 30927 14955 1315.2 11.2
mod 19 soderkoping-all-c 27856 40395 28855 1762.0 35.1
mod 19 soderkoping-all 28213 40896 26233 1792.5 31.9
mod 19 vadstena-all-c 23890 34620 23978 1628.0 22.8
mod 19 vadstena-all 24552 35523 24005 1660.5 24.2
mod 19 valla-all 21132 29994 13246 1174.7 9.7

Table 41: LP-solutions on city set 2, model 19.

Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations LP-obj Time
mod 19 askeby-all 3123 4560 1641 225.0 0.2
mod 19 askeby-all-c 3024 4419 1506 213.0 0.2
mod 19 askeby-cars 2059 2994 741 200.0 0.1
mod 19 bankekind-all 1351 1968 565 79.3 0.0
mod 19 bankekind-all-c 1211 1764 335 67.2 0.0
mod 19 bankekind-cars 1351 1968 565 79.3 0.0
mod 19 boxholm-all 8883 13152 7807 649.7 2.8
mod 19 boxholm-all-c 8663 12822 6928 635.7 2.3
mod 19 boxholm-cars 8074 12018 6805 632.7 2.4
mod 19 finspong-all 17166 25356 19096 1090.5 12.7
mod 19 finspong-all-c 16370 24189 18025 1029.0 12.7
mod 19 finspong-cars 15009 22260 15388 996.0 9.6
mod 19 grebo-all 2080 3018 706 202.4 0.0
mod 19 grebo-all-c 1975 2865 586 200.0 0.0
mod 19 grebo-cars 2080 3018 706 202.4 0.0
mod 19 mantorp-all 8007 11781 5642 563.0 1.6
mod 19 mantorp-all-c 7782 11454 5102 542.0 1.4
mod 19 mantorp-cars 6874 10137 4393 510.0 1.1
mod 19 norsholm-all 3143 4605 2314 234.5 0.3
mod 19 norsholm-all-c 2852 4194 1624 222.0 0.2
mod 19 norsholm-cars 2779 4095 962 227.0 0.1
mod 19 rimforsa-all 9011 13113 5834 595.2 1.8
mod 19 rimforsa-all-c 8861 12885 6508 591.2 2.2
mod 19 rimforsa-cars 7767 11400 3610 532.8 1.0
mod 19 tranas-all 26576 39246 36550 1865.7 42.2
mod 19 tranas-all-c 26226 38736 42482 1829.7 47.1
mod 19 tranas-cars 23681 35166 28093 1806.7 29.2

Table 42: LP-solutions on city set 3, model 19.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 14 askeby-all 1668 3585 357049 7 0 226.0 60.1
mod 14 askeby-all-c 1614 3474 185963 3373 246 214.0 60.1
mod 14 askeby-cars 1174 2399 514005 674 273 200.0 60.0
mod 14 bankekind-all 766 1573 507443 3469 100 80.0 60.0
mod 14 bankekind-all-c 686 1409 419676 13216 78 68.0 60.0
mod 14 bankekind-cars 766 1573 507851 3469 100 80.0 60.0
mod 14 grebo-all 1195 2423 523850 8359 236 204.0 60.0
mod 14 grebo-all-c 1135 2300 493144 6484 214 200.0 60.0
mod 14 grebo-cars 1195 2423 525113 8359 236 204.0 60.0
mod 14 norsholm-all 1733 3660 420348 6 0 235.0 60.1
mod 14 norsholm-all-c 1577 3339 374440 7 0 223.0 60.1
mod 14 norsholm-cars 1549 3270 349876 689 283 228.0 60.1
mod 14 studryd-cars 1408 2774 585146 5256 218 198.0 60.1
mod 14 borensberg-cars 4347 9290 155603 0 0 532.0 61.0
mod 14 brokind-all-c 3712 7809 228204 81 624 472.0 60.4
mod 14 brokind-all 3862 8120 265131 0 0 479.0 60.2
mod 14 brokind-cars 3587 7472 238003 1 0 449.0 60.1
mod 14 ekangen-all-c 3191 6863 246112 1 0 403.0 60.2
mod 14 ekangen-all 3371 7243 250452 1 0 425.0 60.3
mod 14 ekangen-cars 2814 5896 293213 2 0 360.0 60.1
mod 14 liu-cars 2742 5799 279597 3 0 417.0 60.2
mod 14 skeninge-all-c 3604 7802 197752 0 0 363.0 60.9
mod 14 skeninge-all 3903 8441 183244 0 0 384.0 60.9
mod 14 skeninge-cars 3827 8273 163218 0 0 380.0 60.9
mod 14 sturefors-cars 3573 7398 235292 1 0 482.0 60.3
mod 14 vikingstad-all-c 4111 8850 187563 0 0 560.0 60.8
mod 14 vikingstad-all 4312 9271 189405 0 0 568.0 60.9
mod 14 vikingstad-cars 4112 8817 192980 0 0 553.0 60.6
mod 14 boxholm-cars 4489 9623 162400 0 0 633.0 60.7
mod 14 mantorp-all 4347 9336 193336 0 0 567.0 60.7
mod 14 mantorp-all-c 4227 9079 193484 0 0 543.0 60.7
mod 14 mantorp-cars 3814 8092 181313 0 0 513.0 60.6

Table 43: MIP-solutions on small cities, model 14.
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Model Problem Rows Columns Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Lowb Time
mod 19 askeby-all 3123 4560 127596 5 0 227.0 60.3
mod 19 askeby-all-c 3024 4419 139676 4 0 213.0 60.2
mod 19 askeby-cars 2059 2994 213340 17 0 200.0 60.1
mod 19 bankekind-all 1351 1968 251839 44 0 80.0 60.0
mod 19 bankekind-all-c 1211 1764 375396 70 662 68.0 60.0
mod 19 bankekind-cars 1351 1968 251963 44 0 80.0 60.0
mod 19 grebo-all 2080 3018 102604 76 434 203.0 60.1
mod 19 grebo-all-c 1975 2865 161668 269 404 200.0 60.0
mod 19 grebo-cars 2080 3018 102211 76 434 203.0 60.1
mod 19 norsholm-all 3143 4605 175852 3 0 235.0 60.4
mod 19 norsholm-all-c 2852 4194 177697 4 0 223.0 60.3
mod 19 norsholm-cars 2779 4095 129464 4 0 228.0 60.3
mod 19 studryd-cars 2608 3579 69803 1003 218 197.0 60.1
mod 19 borensberg-cars 7887 11655 31970 0 0 532.0 61.9
mod 19 brokind-all-c 6787 9864 50567 1 0 472.0 61.1
mod 19 brokind-all 7042 10245 60127 0 0 478.0 61.1
mod 19 brokind-cars 6407 9357 59449 1 0 449.0 60.7
mod 19 ekangen-all-c 5966 8718 51199 1 0 403.0 60.9
mod 19 ekangen-all 6296 9198 73416 0 0 425.0 60.9
mod 19 ekangen-cars 5064 7401 44974 1 0 360.0 60.5
mod 19 liu-cars 5367 7554 39618 1 0 417.0 60.4
mod 19 skeninge-all-c 6514 9747 76021 0 0 363.0 62.2
mod 19 skeninge-all 7038 10536 40084 1 0 384.0 63.0
mod 19 skeninge-cars 6872 10308 56436 0 0 380.0 62.1
mod 19 sturefors-cars 6423 9303 41170 0 0 482.0 61.4
mod 19 vikingstad-all-c 7501 11115 30957 0 0 560.0 62.0
mod 19 vikingstad-all 7867 11646 50454 0 0 566.0 61.7
mod 19 vikingstad-cars 7457 11052 73078 0 0 552.0 61.6
mod 19 boxholm-cars 8074 12018 17176 0 0 633.0 63.0
mod 19 mantorp-all 8007 11781 25088 0 0 567.0 62.2
mod 19 mantorp-all-c 7782 11454 25575 0 0 543.0 61.6
mod 19 mantorp-cars 6874 10137 41518 0 0 511.0 61.5

Table 44: MIP-solutions on small cities, model 19.
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Model Problem Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Time Opt?
mod 14 atvid-all-c 255441 3042 784 180.915 -
mod 14 atvid-all 267011 3665 783 188.237 -
mod 14 atvid-cars 251043 6438 772 196.591 -
mod 14 borensberg-all-c 260255 4068 565 135.139 Yes
mod 14 borensberg-all 263711 5254 637 136.960 Yes
mod 14 borensberg-cars 417993 6809 597 194.956 -
mod 14 brokind-all-c 282819 10330 550 93.684 Yes
mod 14 brokind-all 602432 23432 557 196.336 -
mod 14 brokind-cars 40438 1603 533 21.308 Yes
mod 14 ekangen-all-c 19268 1210 484 8.551 Yes
mod 14 ekangen-all 18458 1180 510 10.533 Yes
mod 14 ekangen-cars 18682 1187 439 7.728 Yes
mod 14 kisa-all-c 218501 3436 940 205.123 -
mod 14 kisa-all 41904 1162 956 36.781 Yes
mod 14 kisa-cars 513487 6149 800 203.157 -
mod 14 linghem-cars 34271 1189 1194 27.305 Yes
mod 14 link-mid-cars 214849 5985 873 197.900 -
mod 14 liu-all 32547 1229 837 27.342 Yes
mod 14 liu-cars 22582 1193 446 7.508 Yes
mod 14 malmslatt-cars 297671 3811 1180 194.215 -
mod 14 mjolby-all-c 88908 1192 1072 134.709 -
mod 14 mjolby-all 90623 1188 1084 137.069 -
mod 14 mjolby-cars 161344 1595 1024 175.087 -
mod 14 ryd-cars 95588 1712 1164 75.962 Yes
mod 14 skeninge-all-c 554482 8689 421 204.976 -
mod 14 skeninge-all 265494 1347 437 141.392 -
mod 14 skeninge-cars 311374 2358 437 157.155 -
mod 14 soderkoping-cars 143015 1764 1454 170.192 -
mod 14 studryd-all-c 54069 2421 1473 19.914 Yes
mod 14 studryd-all 89134 3566 1505 28.085 Yes
mod 14 studryd-cars 31199 3499 218 4.849 Yes
mod 14 sturefors-all-c 47377 1513 644 29.733 Yes
mod 14 sturefors-all 64194 2122 673 38.388 Yes
mod 14 sturefors-cars 486590 24654 578 184.985 Yes
mod 14 vadstena-cars 93631 1330 1521 155.998 -
mod 14 valla-cars 31617 1204 719 22.535 Yes
mod 14 vikingstad-all-c 458946 13841 662 208.088 -
mod 14 vikingstad-all 482496 9531 669 208.045 -
mod 14 vikingstad-cars 62462 1584 652 44.474 Yes

Table 45: MIP-solutions with CPLEX on city set 1, model 14.
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Model Problem Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Time Opt?
mod 14 linghem-all-c 101369 1593 2625 119.309 Yes
mod 14 linghem-all 164851 1352 2640 185.364 -
mod 14 link-mid-all-c 44658 1206 3016 70.587 Yes
mod 14 link-mid-all 46304 1184 3093 80.825 Yes
mod 14 ljungsb1a-all 88076 1232 2372 153.337 -
mod 14 ljungsb1a-cars 65599 1239 1646 89.146 Yes
mod 14 ljungsbro-all-c 68737 1170 2569 156.229 -
mod 14 ljungsbro-all 77593 1178 2849 160.052 -
mod 14 ljungsbro-cars 82622 1141 2063 146.814 -
mod 14 malmslatt-all 83639 1209 1581 141.461 -
mod 14 soderkoping-all-c 76196 1201 2090 152.005 -
mod 14 soderkoping-all 84333 1239 2215 157.876 -
mod 14 vadstena-all-c 75275 1210 8736 167.323 -
mod 14 vadstena-all 100042 1198 17002 153.352 -
mod 14 valla-all 426419 4135 1509 162.809 Yes

Table 46: MIP-solutions with CPLEX on city set 2, model 14.

Model Problem Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Time Opt?
mod 14 askeby-all 60205 7508 259 11.515 Yes
mod 14 askeby-all-c 533763 72502 243 104.507 Yes
mod 14 askeby-cars 29886 2376 220 4.389 Yes
mod 14 bankekind-all 32771 2326 95 3.543 Yes
mod 14 bankekind-all-c 19804 2281 78 2.723 Yes
mod 14 bankekind-cars 32771 2326 95 3.782 Yes
mod 14 boxholm-all 440931 3514 760 199.085 -
mod 14 boxholm-all-c 391066 9973 742 207.507 -
mod 14 boxholm-cars 48431 1201 740 35.239 Yes
mod 14 finspong-all 109650 1237 1976 144.692 -
mod 14 finspong-all-c 123411 1163 7061 141.077 -
mod 14 finspong-cars 105542 1282 1177 154.198 -
mod 14 grebo-all 833 4 230 0.529 Yes
mod 14 grebo-all-c 3815 385 210 0.965 Yes
mod 14 grebo-cars 833 4 230 0.649 Yes
mod 14 mantorp-all 487849 15352 657 208.223 -
mod 14 mantorp-all-c 266552 4201 626 119.143 Yes
mod 14 mantorp-cars 541529 15703 598 204.459 -
mod 14 norsholm-all 479252 17682 256 86.715 Yes
mod 14 norsholm-all-c 583694 28985 239 113.876 Yes
mod 14 norsholm-cars 873273 39740 247 199.051 -
mod 14 rimforsa-all 352055 4978 696 114.306 Yes
mod 14 rimforsa-all-c 170821 3017 692 88.862 Yes
mod 14 rimforsa-cars 47240 1266 631 28.906 Yes

Table 47: MIP-solutions with CPLEX on city set 3, model 14.
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Model Problem Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Time Opt?
mod 15 atvid-all-c 48914 1228 884 142.449 -
mod 15 atvid-all 57615 1275 2103 138.130 -
mod 15 atvid-cars 58005 1169 1820 137.317 -
mod 15 borensberg-all-c 67881 1188 1200 130.133 -
mod 15 borensberg-all 73099 1181 1100 125.356 -
mod 15 borensberg-cars 74213 1250 620 127.650 -
mod 15 brokind-all-c 205012 1943 566 155.783 -
mod 15 brokind-all 285724 2496 573 170.620 -
mod 15 brokind-cars 173054 2130 553 161.765 -
mod 15 ekangen-all-c 32823 1210 492 60.857 Yes
mod 15 ekangen-all 147042 2364 520 153.233 -
mod 15 ekangen-cars 49122 1155 455 54.120 Yes
mod 15 kisa-all-c 57174 1192 967 153.875 -
mod 15 kisa-all 62636 1155 985 172.107 -
mod 15 kisa-cars 62889 1225 837 148.328 -
mod 15 linghem-cars 41904 1188 1932 173.923 -
mod 15 link-mid-cars 55472 959 2243 174.972 -
mod 15 liu-all 43104 1156 861 141.645 -
mod 15 liu-cars 30173 1138 457 49.325 Yes
mod 15 malmslatt-cars 53005 1232 1242 156.160 -
mod 15 mjolby-all-c 17672 16 2235 170.817 -
mod 15 mjolby-all 19742 0 3572 169.371 -
mod 15 mjolby-cars 25920 209 2726 173.363 -
mod 15 ryd-cars 53536 1157 1682 162.677 -
mod 15 skeninge-all-c 69784 1207 429 129.021 -
mod 15 skeninge-all 74980 1182 504 123.753 -
mod 15 skeninge-cars 87052 1253 1027 124.910 -
mod 15 soderkoping-cars 21484 9 1521 144.652 -
mod 15 studryd-all-c 68751 1683 1506 207.168 -
mod 15 studryd-all 71067 1635 1543 202.639 -
mod 15 studryd-cars 6456 262 227 5.302 Yes
mod 15 sturefors-all-c 85892 1356 659 140.684 -
mod 15 sturefors-all 53746 1174 690 131.346 -
mod 15 sturefors-cars 145522 1804 601 148.137 -
mod 15 vadstena-cars 17747 15 2979 153.355 -
mod 15 valla-cars 50481 1164 750 132.105 -
mod 15 vikingstad-all-c 60360 1248 1350 133.708 -
mod 15 vikingstad-all 54018 1217 699 127.118 -
mod 15 vikingstad-cars 55507 1182 682 128.448 -

Table 48: MIP-solutions with CPLEX on city set 1, model 15.
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Model Problem Iterations B&b-nodes MIP-obj Time Opt?
mod 15 askeby-all 47699 1210 262 35.270 Yes
mod 15 askeby-all-c 550167 7417 246 197.621 -
mod 15 askeby-cars 95197 1665 224 42.550 Yes
mod 15 bankekind-all 141933 3624 98 26.604 Yes
mod 15 bankekind-all-c 28614 1243 79 8.786 Yes
mod 15 bankekind-cars 141933 3624 98 26.519 Yes
mod 15 boxholm-all 63055 1196 1884 121.699 -
mod 15 boxholm-all-c 54281 1175 795 129.166 -
mod 15 boxholm-cars 57382 1171 1252 120.031 -
mod 15 finspong-all 19396 1 5367 164.861 -
mod 15 finspong-all-c 17748 0 299987 166.452 -
mod 15 finspong-cars 39198 413 3121 167.769 -
mod 15 grebo-all 24843 806 236 10.183 Yes
mod 15 grebo-all-c 760011 8798 216 159.409 Yes
mod 15 grebo-cars 24843 806 236 10.153 Yes
mod 15 mantorp-all 55800 1166 1587 105.007 -
mod 15 mantorp-all-c 57058 1167 1769 104.771 -
mod 15 mantorp-cars 60398 1225 619 128.949 -
mod 15 norsholm-all 679785 7047 259 180.860 -
mod 15 norsholm-all-c 608491 4596 241 188.461 -
mod 15 norsholm-cars 606421 4351 251 183.247 -
mod 15 rimforsa-all 54160 1148 1246 107.111 -
mod 15 rimforsa-all-c 54435 1193 2339 105.829 -
mod 15 rimforsa-cars 58382 1168 806 127.958 -

Table 49: MIP-solutions with CPLEX on city set 3, model 15.
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